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Get the professional look
from helical-scan Ampex VPR-7950

It's that good!

A super-sharp Leleproducer can sec
the superior quality of a VPR-7950
picture compared to one from any
other I" recorder.
What is a VPR-7950?

The world's highest performance
I" color/monochrome, helical-scan
videotape recorder. It incorporates
the same advanced design features
of the Ampex VPR-7900 and the
TBC-790 Lime base corrector in
a handsome, highly functional
console.

Video waveform and picture
monitor selector switches may be
used together or independently.
An eye-level panel includes both
monitors as standard equipment
and an optional vector display
scope.

The VPR-7950 is a complete re
corder/ reproducer which fca tu res:
O Very high carrier mode (7-10
MHz) for exceptional quality in
color clubs even down to 3rd and
4th generations; 5th, in black and
white.
O Precision, fast, tot al, electronic
insert and assemble editing from
any signal source.
O Internal digital reference sys
tem that includes a horizontal lock
servo, frame lock and vertical in
terval switching.
O Three independent tracks (sin
gle video - dual audio), each of
which can be used, altered, edited
or replaced at any time.
O High efficiency ferrite video
head with 500 hour warranty and
the fastest, simplest replacement
system ever devised.
O Capstan controlled high speed
tape cycling modes, velocity loop
tension servo, direct coupled drum
servo, minutes and seconds coun-

••
ter, monitor amplifier and cue
microphone.

In developing the time base cor
rector, Ampex engineers discarded
current technology and took a new

A111pexVPR-7900 recorder/ reproducer
with TBC-790

Circle I00 on Reader Service Card

digital approach to time base cor
rection that affords the most stable
video signal ever produced by a
helical-scan recorder. It produces
clean facies, lap dissolves and
special effects as well as dubs of
edited material of outstanding
quality to l" and l/i" videotape re-»
corders, quadruplex recorders and
transfers to film.

Like the VPR-7950, the combina
tion of the VPR-7900 and TBC-790
produces recording capabilities
that meet all standard broadcast
requirements. The TBC-790 may be
purchased with the VPR-7900 you 1

may now own. The VPR-7900/TBC I
combination is portable enough I
for use as a mobile unit for loca-
tion work. Tapes made on the VPR- 1 '

7900 are completely interchange
able with those made on the
VPR-7950.

Round out your teleproduction
system with the Ampex CC-500
color camera system, which incor
pora tes professional features, is
simple to operate and low in price.

CC-500 Camera

Call your Ampex Dealer or write:
Audio-Video Sales, Ampex Corpor
ation, 401 Broadway, Redwood
City, CA 94603.

I AMPE><]
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(Patch Cable Eliminator)
Now you can forget about messy patch cables and

te tedious task of re-patching to change distribution.
lYNAIR's Series-X Switchers provide pushbutton distri
ution of either 6 or 12 inputs to as many as 12 out
us. A high degree of input-to-output isolation allows
ty input to be switched to any or all outputs without
ding the source.
Series-X Switchers are also available for simultaneous
/itching of video and audio, further simplifying distri
ition. All isolation amplifiers are silicon solid-state and
'll-broadcast quality. The audio and video amplifiers
rd the power supply are all plug-in modules which may
: easily removed from the switcher for maintenance.
1J2-MHz bandwidth and excellent differential gain and
ase characteristics assure quality color performance.

Wouldn't a
Series-X Switcher

solve some of
your distribution

problems?
Write today

for full details.

TYPICAL BASE PRICES

Capacity Video Only Video and Panel
(Base Price) Audio Height

¿J_~.3 out 840.00 1,575._QO-1- 6.0- - --
12 in, 3 out 955.00 1,690.00 6.0~ - - -- -
6 in, 6 out 1,455.00 2,625.00 12.25

- - --1-- --
12 in, 6 out 1,645.00 2,815.00 12.25
~-- - - -
6 in, 9 out 2,070.00 3,675.00 15.75- - --1- - - -· --
12 in, 9 out 2,335.00 3,940.00 15.75
- -- -
6in,12out 2,685.00 4,725.00 21.0
~ff out 3,025.00 5,065.00 21.0
Other input/output configurations available. Options include
lighted pushbuttons, bridging inputs, and sync-mixing.

Have you seen ""Video Switching Techniques""? O Yes O No
Have you seen ..Video Transmission Techniques"" [J Yes O No
Please send information concerning Series-X Switchers O

TITLENAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

L-------------------------1
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This month's cover implies
that a monitor for every
input won't be necessary
the computer will take
over. That's obviously
an exaggeration, but
the computer will permit
hands-off operation.

BROADBAND
INFORMATIONSERVICES,INC.
274 Madison Ave.
NewYork, N. Y. 10016
212-685-5320

Editor
James A. Lippke

Associate Editor
Robin Lanier

Contributing Editor
Thomas R. Haskett

Assistant Editor
A. E. Gehlhaar

Art Director
Gus Sauter

Production Manager
Arline G. Jacobs

FCCCounsel
Pittman Lovett Ford
Hennessey and White

Advertising Director
Charles C. Lenz Jr.
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6 Broadcast Industry News
MOR is most popular FM format

16 Charge Dissipation Gives, For The First Time, lightning
Prevention
Installation cost may be less than trouble-shooting a
damaged transmission line

18 Video Delay lines Eliminate Costly Coax
Precision, inexpensive delays, knock out coax

23 Fitting A Transmitter Into The John Hancock
It pays to hire an architect

24 Filling the "Fill" Gap in Studio lighting-Hard-Glass
Halogen lamps
Halogens can replace incandescents for fill

30 TV Automation Systems-Now On Their Way
Most stations are doing it in stages

40 Compact Video's Compact Trucks Take Product Afield
Not a van, but a platform truck with built-ins

43 A lot of Station Operators Don't Realize They Have
a Stereo Phase Problem!
Vigilance is the only way to get a good mono signal

49 Broadcast Equipment
New and significant products for broadcasters

56 New literature
Useful reading materials

60 Crosstalk
Feedback on videotape editing report

CM/E MAGAZINE:For those with cable interests/Following page 48

~ BM/E, BROADCAST MANAGEMENT/ENGINEERING, is published monthly by Broad
~ band Information Services, Inc. All notices pertaining to undeliverable mall or sub-

scriptions should be addressed to 274 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. BM/E
is circulated .without charge to those responsible for station operation. and for spec~fyi.ng
and authortzmg the purchase of equipment used in broadcast tacüítles. These facüities
include AM, FM, and TV broadcast stations; CATV systems; ETV stations; networks and
studios; audio and video recording studios; consultants, etc. Subscription prices to others:
$15.00 one year, $25.00 two.
Copyright © 1972 by Broadband Information Services, Inc .. New York City.
Controlled Circulation postage paid at East Stroudsburg, Penna.
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Report Says Loss of Children's
Ads Would Be Serious Blow

MOR Is Top FM Format
Country-Wide Survey Shows
A survey or programming at F.'VI
stations across the coururv. rclcavcd
by the National ..\s-,oci:1t(on or F\1
Broadcasters, shows lhat ..Ill idd le -
of-the-ro.rd" music i-, the mos: pop
ular program formal for F'vl bro.id
casters. with 21 percent or respon
dents reporting that they u-,c it.
"Beautiful mu-.ic .. 11·a-, :1 clove >ec
ond 11ith I 9 percent. country-and-
11c·-,tcrn .hi rd al I O percent. ·1op
40 hard rock was reponed by
about 6 percent; classical by about
3 percent; jazz by 1.7 percent. The
report lists individual stations in
each category.

Of the IO 16 stations responding
(out of 2257 licensed commercial
FM stations), 70 percent reported
stereo operation. (This figure would
be high, the survey notes, if stereo
operators tended to respond more
than monophonic.) The survey also
determined the average commercial
"load" at seven minutes/hour and
ten spots/hour, still "unclutter"

compared with most AM stations.
The survey is available at $5.00

each from NAFVIB. -+20 Madison
Avenue, New York 10017.

Rooney Urges Broadcasters
To Defend Their Freedom
t.\ddrcssing the Pennsylvania
Broadcusicr-, Association, U. S.
Rcprcscntut ivc Fred Rooney
(Dem .. N.Y.) :-.;1idthat broudcusicrs
must fight effectively and together
to prevent either citizen pressure
groups or government from eating
away their freedom. He predicted
that Congress would pass a bill put
ting license renewals on a more
stable basis (he himself. together
with others. is currently sponsoring
such a bill). Rep. Rooney also de
p!ored what he saw as the efforts of
the executive department to in
t imidatc broadcast news personnel.
He said to the broadcasters: "Fight
back. Tell your story to the public
... you have an honest and honor
able story to tell ... the time to
begin is now."

How a minicomputer could eventually monitor, control, and log a TV trans
mitter was demonstrated by RCA at the 1972 NAB Convention. How a
minicomputer rs being used for TV switching applications today is covered
in the feature article section of this issue.

6

i
A study made for the FCC by Dr.
Alan Pearce, communications
economist, shows that elimination
of commercials from children's pro
grams would cost the networks
about $56 million in revenue. Thel
loss would be all the more serious,
Dr Pearce said, because the net
works could not replace the lost ad-I
vertising without eliminating chil
drens programming entirely. He
suggested as an alternative the un
derwriting of production costs by
large corporations, as is clone with
some public programs. The report
will be considered along with com
ments from other parties in a cur
rent FCC inquiry into children's
programs (Docket 19142). The
FCC said that Dr. Pearce's report
docs not represent official FCC
findings or conclusions, but presents
his views only.

FCC To Consider Pleas
Against Cable Importation
of Sports
The opposition of the Commission
er of Baseball, the National Hockey
League, and the National Basket
ball Association to the importation
by cable firms of distant signals
covering live sports events will be
considered in a current rule making
on this topic (Docket 19417), and:
not on a case-by-case basis, the
FCC recently announced. Under
the new cable rules adopted in Feb·
ruary, cable firms in a number of
circumstances can import distant
signals. The sports groups have op
jected to importation when the dis·
tant station is carrying a live sports
event, as this obviously reduces the
potential advertising revenue from:
the event.

Harris Electronic Editors
Prepare Convention News
A complement of Harris Electronic
editing terminals aided United Press
International in preparing spot news
at the Democratic National Con·
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'l12 Spectrum Analyzer FactsTEK~~N•x·
ecifications like this: · ---

DC coupled front end
Maximum frequency span 1800 MHz

ean
that signals below the specified tuning range of 100 kHz
to 1.8GHz can be accurately displayed. In the display at
right a FM stereo multiplex subcarrier is shown. The
subcarrier (center screen) is at a level of -70 dBm.
Subcarrier frequency is 67.005 kHz, determined by a 7D14
Plug-in Counter and displayed by CRT READOUT· in the
upper left readout slot. Display reference level, dB/ div,
resolution and frequency span are also indicated by CRT
READOUT.

rd also Mean
that you can see more of your signal. In the example at
right, the fundamental and the second and third harmonic
of a 600 MHz signal are displayed. The zero marker is at
the extreme left with the 600 MHz fundamental and the
second harmonic at left and right center. The third
harmonic (1800MHz) is at the extreme right. Measure
ment of the second harmonic level of -88 dBm falls well
within the capability of the 7L12 which has better than
70 dB dynamic range.

-
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U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton. Ore.
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Ore. 97005

~ll·

TEKTRONIX 7L12
Spectrum Analyzer Features
e O Hz to 1800 MHz in one display (swept
front end) e Fully calibrated displays e 70
dB dynamic range e Intermodulation distor
tion 70 dB below full screen e Spurious free
operation e 300 Hz to 3 MHz resolution e
4:1 resolution bandwidth shape factor e -115
dBm sensitivity e Automatic phase lock e
Front panel and CRT READOUT* of display
factors

fact
Any 7000-Series Oscilloscope with a 7L12
Spectrum Analyzer Plug-in is an excellent
100 kHz to 1.8GHz spectrum analyzer. There
are 7000-Series mainframes for all your appli
cations including variable persistance and
bistable storage.

fact
For $5806 the 100 kHz to 1.8GHz spectrum
analyzer at left is an excellent value. It con
sists of a 7L12 Spectrum Analyzer Plug-in
($4850) in a 7403N mainframe ($950) and a
blank panel ($6) to cover the reserved-for
future-use compartment. Of course you can
use the compartment now, if you choose,
with one of many 7000-Series Plug-ins.
Note - The 7403N does not feature CRT
readout.
•cRT READOUT Is a feature of many 7000-Series mainframes.

O:PTEMBER,1972-BM/E
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NEWS

vcntion in July. Newsmen "wrote"
their copy onto the video screen,
using the input keyboard of the
electronic editors. When copy had
been edited and approved, it was
transmitted automatically to UPI's
central computer in Manhattan,
where it could be held in memory
or sent by wire around the world.

Big Growth Seen For
Medical Electronics
A forecast by a leading technologi
cal market research firm puts medi
cal spending for electronic commu
nications at a total of $462 million
during 1970-75, and at $1.2 billion
in the five years 1976-1980. Frost
and Sullivan, Inc. of New York has
recently issued a study titled "Medi
cal Communications." which pres
ents these estimates, and also pre
dicts that a number of systems now
in development or introductory
stages will be widely used. such as
telemetric patient monitoring; dial
access medical data retrieval sys
tems; computer-aided diagnosis;
and others.

Audio and video equipment
designed to be on the air
longer
Reliability, fewer service calls, and
easier tuning were the "buy-words"
among television receiver and
AM/FM radio manufacturers as
they unveiled their new 1973 lines
this spring. Broadcasters. as a con
sequence, can expect larger audi
ences-equipment sales arc boom
ing-with fewer interruptions for
breakdowns.

In virtually every TV line, the
key words arc modular and solid
state. The modular concept is in
tended to make the receiver easier
to service in the home or in the
shop. And the clay of throw-away
modules, circuit boards performing
a specific function such as IF audio
input or automatic fine tuning, has
arrived. All solid-state sets arc pre
clictccl to achieve a 50 percent cut
in service calls over previous hybrid
and tube sets.

In addition. TV manufacturers
arc now gearing up to bring out new
picture tubes designed to improve
picture quality. Since Sony Corp.
achieved success with its Trinitron
tube. other advances have been
made in the U.S. Sylvania. RCA
and GE have all clcvclopccl lubes
i'iat either eliminate or reduce con-

8

Cable TV services were topic of recent
Urban Technology Conference. Gov.
Schafer, head of TelePrompTer, gets
rundown on Theta-Corn equipment by
A. H. Sonnenschein.

vcrgcnce steps and cause brighter
pictures. By next year the only tube
left in television receivers will be
the picture tube.

On the radio tuner front, reliabil
ity is also the main theme. For c,x
ample, Fisher Radio, Long Island
City. N.Y .. is now using a phase
lock loop circuit to improve tuner
reception. H. H. Scott. Maynard.
Mass., has adapted an aerospace
technique for circuit boards that
eliminates 95 percent of discrete wir
ing. Individual modules plug into a
"master board" using plugs rather
than soldered wires. This promotes
mechanization. reduces assembly
costs. and increases performance,
says Scott. Hi-f manufacturers
have decided that even if four
channel broadcasting is still years
away, audio equipment will sell on
its own merits while the consumer
waits for competing quadraphonic
systems to iron out a broadcast sys
tem to be approved by the FCC.

"VidExpo 72" and "Video
Expo 111"To Hit New York
Apparently what we will have the
most of in the 70's is expositions
devoted to directed video program
ming and delivery systems
cassette, closed-circuit, or whatever.
Before this issue of BM IE is dis
tributed. there will be VidExpo 72
(August 21 to 24th. Hotel Roose
velt. New York City), sponsored by
the Billboard Publications Group
and Vid-News, with distinguished
speakers and forums on Corporate
Video. Educational Video, Con
sumer Video ("When do we tap the
multi-billion market?"), and Tn
House Video, as well as an exhibit
of equipment. Then, September
19th through 21st, there will be
Video Expo HT at the Commodore
Hotel, New York City, also with
authoritative speakers on hot topics
plus equipment exhibition. Show
will cover CCTV, film projection,
and pay TV, as well as videoca-

settes. A similar show will be held
on the west coast, also in Septem
ber (see BM/E, July 1972). Video
cassette makers: you can waltz on
stage a half-dozen times this year!

Philips Forms Company
To Market Test Gear
North American Philips announced
the formation of a subsidiary, Test
and Measuring Instruments, Inc., to
market the Philips line of oscillo
scopes, pulse generators, counters/
times, and other test gear for TV set
makers, laboratories, broadcasters,
and servicing. Address of the new
firm is 224 Duffy Avenue, Hicks
ville, N. Y.

Warner and Cypress Join to 1

Make Second-Largest
Cable Firm
Warner Communications Inc. and
Cypress Communications Corpora
tion announced a merger. It will be
the nation's second-largest cable firm
with more than 360,000 subscribers
in 30 states. Cypress would be ab
sorbed into Warner's subsidiary;
Television Communications Corpo
ration of New York. The agreement
was still subject to stockholder and
FCC approval as this issue went to
press.

WAGO First With Strobe
The article, "Strobe Lights Get First
Installation." BM/E, June 1972,
drew the following message from
Bob Daly, engineer, WAGO Radio,
Oshkosh, Wisconsin: "We installed
similar strobe lights on each of our
three towers when our station was
built in the spring of 1969. We be·
lieve we were the first commercial
AM broadcast station to use this type1
of tower lighting, in addition to reg
ular reel beacons. Our lights were
designed to turn on at sunset and off
at sunrise, along with the red bea
cons. The only problem we have ex
periencecl is short life of the flash
tubes. We are currently in the proc-.
css of correcting this, but at the
present time our strobes are inoper
ative. Otherwise, the lighting was
very effective and clearly visible for
many miles at night."

BM/ E's article should have
qualified wsMW-TV's "first" as us
ing the new FAA type approved
strobes, Spec L-856. First CATV
system to use these strobes was
Geritv Broadcasting, Bay City,
Michigan. L-856 calls for a mini
mum life of one year continuous e

operation without replacement.
continued on page 10
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1 ENTER EDIT POINTSed It preset the "start" and "stop"
frames for both master and
playback tapes.

___..-11 I

ELICAL h ~ ""':~::!a:i?~oc~~!n of initial edit
-- \V points and parking of tapes withÜnd p = ¡~ correct P'e'°11 allowances.

PRESS FOR PREVIEW

QUAD [:;\automatic preview of.sele~ted
\V scene. (Correct the edit points

if desired).

ta Pes IL_J PRESS FOR RECUE
O OIO OI f4\ simulta~eous "single glide"

•--==::.....m= ~ _ ~ re-parking of tapes.

with new/
~

PRESS FOR EDITIOw-e o st rt-. automatic tape sy~chronization
\.::!_} of tapes and recording of sceneelectron¡ e exactly as previewed.

modules • ;:11114~10~101 (1) ENTER EDIT POINTS
for next scene.

NEW BE 430 SERIESPROGRAMMING MODULES
BE430 series Edit Programming

,, modules bring preset and auto
matic Cue, Preview, Sync and
Edit to EECO's low cost series of

"· electronic indexing and editing
"mini-modules".

With EECO's building block
concept, you can start with a
minimum investment and add
more modules as production re
quirements increase. Adaptabil
ity of the building blocks gives
total flexibility to meet tomor
row's needs.

Send for literature describing the BE
430 series Edit Programming modules
today!

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
1441 East Chestnut Avenue• Santa Ana, California 92701
Phone: (714) 547-5651 TWX: 910-595-1550 Telex: 67-8420
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NEWS

VHF, UHF, PBC, cable:
everybody's got a network
Television manufacturers and their
dealers attending the recent Con
sumer Electronics Show (CES) in
Chicago got unanimous agrccment
in words, if not actual performance
-that television programming will
become more varied and exciting
than today and thus promote the
sale of more TV sets.

Wallace E. Johnson, chief,
broadcast bureau of the FCC, as
sured the group that the Commis
sion has a solid means of determin
ing public tastes through its ascer
tainment program and through the
new ground rules for license
renewal. He also added that com
munications satellites will extend
television broadcasting.

Three spokesmen for broadcast
i ng's also-rans-UHF, public
broadcasting, and cable TV
predicted that their respective seg
ments of the industry are expanding
at such a rate that they can be con
sidered national networks in the
making. Richard Block, vice pres
ident and general manager for
Kaiser Broadcasting, stated there
arc some five million people in cit
ies presently watching UHF chan
nels. And now programming to be
shown nationally on these channels
is being prepared, including prime
time sports events, to draw even
more viewers. He added parentheti
cally that summer reruns on the
VHF networks actually increase
UHF audiences.

David Foster, president of the
National Cable Television Assn.,
suggested that the future of cable
cannot be cemented by simply pick
ing up network signals, but will
move to more and more program
origination. "Local origination, pub
lic access, and expansion of educa
tional TV will be invaluable in
making cable networks for the cit
ies," he predicted.

Outlining the rapid growth and
acceptance of public broadcasting,
Philip Rubin of PBC suggested that
the 220 stations linked to public
broadcasting already form a fourth
major network and. with superior
drama as well as children's shows,
often outdraw the larger networks.
He added that programming from
Great Britain and France shown in
this country can be obtained for
one-quarter the cost of U.S. produc
tions and that their critical acclaim
attests to the quality.

And William Carlisle of the Na.
tional Assn. of Broadcasters con
tributed to the unity of the day
among the erstwhile competitors by
suggesting to the makers and sellers
of TV sets that there are many
forces behind getting more re-'
ceivers in use. Better programming,
one of those forces, depends a great
deal on getting the government re
gulators out of the way. Too much
regulation, he warned, will work
against free broadcasting and thus
reduce one of the encouragements
to buy television sets.
There were sources of conflict be

tween the receiver producers and
the program producers, however.
The programmers complained
about the quality of TV sets and the
manufacturers complained that¡
broadcasters have not united on
transrmssion standards. Johnson
stated that the FCC can set stan
dards on transmission; however, the
programmers in turn insisted that
receiver manufacturers set their
own standards on tuning per
formance and picture tube quality.

Cablecom Using Home
Theatre's Pay TV System
Pay TV will get another opening on
cable when Cablecom, multiple
system operator headquartered in
Denver, installs in one of its systems
the service developed by Home.
Theatre Network, Inc. of Los An
geles. Planned for November 1972,
the installation will allow the sub
scriber to make a coded phone call
to headquarters, which will be fol
lowed by automatic activation of a
down-converter on the subscriber's
receiver. Material, which will in
clude first-run movies, concerts,
sports, etc., will originate in a íew .
points, be delivered to the CA TV
system headend by microwave.
Home Theatre Network envisions
an eventual nationwide network.

Two-Way System of VIS
Gets U.S. Patent
Two-way cable communications
system developed by Video In
formation Systems Inc. has been
granted a U .S. patent, according to
a company announcement. The sys
tem, which got a trial in New York
in 197 I, uses a converter box on
the receiver to link the subscriber to
a central computer. Subscriber can
make choices by pushing buttons on
the converter for such services as
_at-home· shopping, voting, pay TV,
fire and burglary reports, and many
others. System is currently being in-
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Drift-free circuitry makes it possible to enjoy

three mix-effects systemwith quad-split
in a control panel no larger than most

single mix-effects switchers. Discover the
advantagesof a switching system that

satisfies ad agencies and insures
dominance in production capabilities.

production
powerhouse

·•
,.

-· ·-· '''¡- ·--.-
-.. t. --

VIX-100-4

SALIENTFEATURES:
O 3 presettable mix-effects systems
O No coaxial delay lines in all re-entries
O Quad split with external drives
O Edgeron all keys
O Up to 3 chroma keys. Composite and RGBtype
O Ultra stable system
O Easyto install. Only one sync pulse is required
O All the extras used in today's production techniques

10Piii of epeolall&atlon. O..lgned. manufactured and delivered soma of the world's larg11t and most complex Integrated talacommunlcatlon systems.

1R~IWOOCI Rd., N.W.,Atlanta, Ga. 30327
404/m.14111

GOOD ENGINEERING IS VITAL

VITAL INDUSTRIES. INC.
MAIN OFFICE: 3614 S.W. Archer Roed, Galnesvllle, Fla. 32601-Phone 904/378-1581
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DearGabby:-----

"How can a wife compete
with a $10,000 Video
Tape Editing System
featuring Jam-Sync?"

_Oatatron's Girl Gabby
lrame! This saves hours of time,
and head wear on expensive video
recorders too.

But don't fret. Once your hus-
band's Datatron Model 5050 is in
stalled, he'll have more free time
to sin~ the praises of your ¡ams
and je\\ies. GABBY

*

DEAR GABBY: My husband
returned from the NAB show
singing the praises of a $10,000
Video Tape Editing System which
leatures something called ·.iam
Sync'. Since he seldom praises my
homemade jams, or notices the
hours I slave over the kitchen
sink, I need help in winning him
back. NEGLECTED

* *
DEAR GABIW: How can Data
tron sell a SMPTE edit code read
er for $1500 and a generator for
$1750 when competitive models
go lor over $2500?

AFRAID OF BARGAINS

DEAR NEGLECTED: Many
NAB visitors fe\\ in love with
Datatron's Model 5050 - a Video
Tape Editing System with key
board entry which works with
helical or quadruplex VTRs, yet is
priced at $10,000, thousands un
der competition. ln bet, a num
ber ol TV stations placed orders
right at the show.

~
o?uH I

I• •1
<EC •

Time Code Generator
tor SMPTE editing code

DEAR AFRAID: Don't be
afraid of these bargains. Data
iron's edit code reader & generator
are fallouts lrorn their Video Tape
Editing System project. The low
prices re!lect simple construction
and dedicated design. Actually,
they cost less than capstan revolu
tion counters which aren't nearly
as accurate. GABBY

Keyboard used for data entry
on Model 5050

The jam-sync feature is impor
tant since it eliminates the need
to pre-record the SMPTE time
code on tapes lor add-on editing
from masters or live sources.

lnstead, during pre-roll, the
built-in time code generator is set
& sync'd so that time picks up
exactly where it left oil' - to the

* * *Send yo11r q11estions - either
si might or lrnmoro11s - to Gabby.
We'll mail a Flair pen for all re
n:ived and pay .$100 if we use
question in f11ture ad.

12

NEWS

stalled in a cable plant in Sout
Orange, New Jersey.

Pre-Testing Of TV Ads
Will Go On Cable
The pre-testing of TV commercial
by putting them on cable program
that compete directly with majo
network programs is the plan ad,
vanced by Television Testing Com:
pany of New York. Effectiveness oi
ads will be determined by inter;
viewing separate, non-recruited re
spondents both before and after th
cablecasts. Paul Murphy, presiden
of TTC, gave this rationale: "Thi
system combines on-air realism wit!
the high degree of control obtainer
by theatre and trailer methods."

Unique Four-Way Split Scr·eer
If you were watching CBS-T\
during the Dem/Rep Conventiom
or Moon flight of Apollo 16, ym
may have noticed an occasiona,
four-way split screen. Perhaps ym
merely passed it off as a rathe
simple gimmick-four local cam
eras, each using only a corner o·
its frame on the air.

Well, you were wrong. The Qua<'
Monitor, as CBS calls its creation
accepts any video source-local o
remote, composite or non-com'
posite. And it puts the entire frame
from each camera into one come:
of the transmitted four-way spli
screen.

So what super-sophisticated elec
tronic magic was used to compres
each frame into one-fourth its origs
na! size? Think about it a minute
how would you go about reducim
frame size while maintaining linear
ity, gray scale, and color rendition'.

Actually, CBS does it with mir
rors-almost. Four World Vide<
color monitors using 12-inch Trini·
tron picture tubes, are arranger
next to each other in a rectangle. It
front of each monitor faceplate is •
plastic lens approximately the sarm
size. The entire assembly sits ir
CBS Studio 41, a dozen feet or s<
from Walter Cronkite's ancho
desk, and a single Norelco PC-7!'
studio camera picks up the image•
from the four monitors and lenses.
When the camera is precisely ir
position, the four images fit into thé
final transmitted frame, with b!acl,
bordering between, formed b:1
masking between the lenses.

Obviously by wiping with specia
effects, you can do one or more in·

continued on page5!
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Sensidvity 10mV
1tabillties lo+5partsin1010/24 hrs,

Battery option
$770 up, delivery 30 days

$770

All models frequency expandable
Resolution to 9 digits or 0.1Hz
Small size, 3112" H, 112 rack W
BCDoutput for systems use

Remote programming

200
. JMffz·1

21)160.7.

···-
$1,050

5 e 4 .s9 s 1
· --•-

$1,395

Now choose from the industry's widest selection of
frequency counters! For details or a demo, contact

your Scientific Devices office or Concord
Instrument Division, 10Systron Dr., Concord,
CA 94520. Phone (415) 682-6161. In Europe:
Systron-Donner GmbH Munich W-Germany;
Systron-Donner Ltd., Leamington Spa UK

$2,295

'I

The Systron-Donner Instruments Group:
Alpha Scientific O Computer Systems O Concord Instruments O Oatapulse O Kruse Electronics O Microwave O Trygon Electronics

Circle I09 on Reader Service Card
1
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look who's qoin
•••

You may have heard it already-or you may not have
-but more and more recording artists, more and
more recording labels, and more and more engi
neers and producers are using Sansui's OS four
channel technique to encode their records in the
four-channel mode. The list, growing from week to
week, is quite impressive. But more important than
the list itself is the fact that all these independent
artists and companies have conducted extensive
testing and actual use procedures before they made
up their minds. What speaks for Sansui's OSSystem
is not the pressure of a major software company nor
exaggerated statements and promises; it's simply
the performance.
Whether it is such an outstanding artist as Carole
King or Joan Baez; or perhaps eminent musicians
and producers like Enoch Light or Dick Schory add
to the list such a beloved figure as B. B. King -
they all are going Sansui's OS way because they
think it is the best way. Some of these artists have
actually produced with other matrix four-channel
encoding methods, but have found that the most
satisfactory results, in terms of the freedom of the
producer and the artistic results are in the one
and only balanced and symmetrical system-that is,
Sansui's OS method.

14 SEPTEMBER,1972-BM/E
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andwhq
(Report on the Sansui OSCodinq Sqstem)

There are now almost three hundred - yes, three
hundred - Sansui-type matrixed four-channel rec
ord albums available all over the world, most of
them encoded with Sansui QS encoders. In this
country alone, almost 30 albums are already on the
market. And we hate to hold anything back from you,
but there are a number of artists who will, in the very
near future, be on the market with their QS four
channel recordings. Also, major labels.

While we do not know the particular reasons each
of these artists and producers selected Sansui's QS
System, we know that it could be any or all of those
enumerated here. These are the qualifications that
make Sansui's QS matrix system uniquely efficient
and effective and musically satistyinq. In fact, we
believe Sansui's QS System is the only matrix sys
tem that can claim that it has no known major draw
backs, that are not subject to refinement. These are
the features of Sansui's QS system:

TOTAL, ACCURATE SOUND-SOURCE LOCALIZA
TION in every direction and at any point inside the
sound field. No dropouts, cancellations or irritating
shifts in position. The "overhead'; effect, with a per-

"""º'"'"••••L•c•"'°"º"º' former in the dead center,•···••;,::~·••>•o· is readily achieved. This
c.~,., means there are no prob-

lems about having to
place performers in some

positions and avoiding
other areas. It means that

c",;_,.,i the total acoustic perspec-
tive is the same as that

for discrete tape.

TOTAL COMPATIBILITY. Sansui's QS Coding Sys
tem is compatible with two-channel stereo play
back of encoded recordings. With four-channel
playback (ambience synthesis) of conventional two
channel recordings. With other matrix decoders.
With all existing home hardware and with all existing

Location ol Variou1 Sound Componon\5 In Lolt
,;andRight Channel5 professional equip

ment. With present
broadcast standards

and equipment.

Each mu-.oealinstrument •sclearl~
ocsu.coec between 1elt and right
speak••rs'.- -----~,,
I O O O O O O l ~~~:~snee.,t'>

0----------------0 ~;~;:·•""' There are many im-
Musoe:a1instrument'> are scene-eo ccrnoon-e-t-,
betwee• 1wo"'º"" ""'m' Sccoo portan t imp Iications

:~,~~~~~~~,1~in this comprehen-
~--------'-"-""-"º-"'~"' sive situation. For
example, when OS-encoded material is played back
in conventional two-channel stereo, it produces an
entirely correct stereo perspective. The rear-chan
nel information serves to produce a broadened and
enhanced stereo perspective instead of jamming
rear-channel information unnaturally into the wrong
places to confuse directionality and obscure the
stereo effect.
We believe that it is in the interest of the entire in
dustry that the very best system be selected, regard
less of politics, regardless of cross-currents and
undercurrents, regardless of alliances and pride or
even some dent in someone's reputation.
We have no other ax to grind than to play the fiddle
that will make the best music for the industry. If
you care to know more about Sansui's QS System,
please contact our New York office for a demon
stration and materials. It may interest you that the
RIAJ (Record Industry Association of Japan) has
adopted the Sansui system under the name of Reg
ular Matrix to be the standard for recordings in
Japan. An application for acceptance of our stand
ards is now with the Recording Industry Association
of America.
It's no wonder, then, that everybody who is anybody
in the four-channel medium is going the QS way.
Why not join the trend? The QS encoder is very
simple to adjust, easy to use and reliable. Try it.
Check out our claims with your own material, in your
own way. Learn for yourself what the present mem
bers of the Sansui QS bandwagon have already
discovered.

LabelsUsingSansuias Encoding
A&M • Audio Treasury/ABC • Black Jazz • Command • Impulse • Ode • Ovation • Project 3

Artists Encodedwith Sansuias
TheAwakening • Count Basie • DougCarn • RayCharlesSingers • Alice Coltrane • HenryFranklin • FreeDesign • UrbieGreen
John LeeHooker • SammyKaye • B. B. King • Carole King • Bonnie Koloc • EnochLight • Tony Mottola • DocSeverinsen• BeverlySills

Q9
REGULAR MATRIX

32-17, 6ht sueet. Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Tel.: (212) 721-4408. C•ble: SANSUILEC NEW YORK.
Telex: 422633 SEC UI.
333 wost Alondra Blvd Gardena. Calif 90247 Tel (213) 532-7670
14-1, z.cxoroo. Izumi guqmarru-ku. Tokyo 168. Japan Tel (03) 323 1111 Cablo SANSUIELEC.
retos 232·2076
Dtaccm Budding Vosllngslraal 53-55 2000 Antwerp Toi 315663-5 Cable SANSUIEUAO ANTWERP
Telo1t ANTWERP 33538
6 Franklufl am Mam. Reuterweq 93 Tot 33538
Thornhill soutnarnotoo S09 SOF Soutnampton 44811 Cable VEílNITRON SOTON. Telex 47138

Circle 11O on Reader Service Card

S•n1ul Electronlc1 Corp. New York

S•n•ul Electric Co., Ltd.
lot Angele•
Tokyo

S•n1ul Audio Europe S.A. Belgium

Vernllron ltd.
Germ•nr. W.
U.K.
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Charge Dissipation Gives,
For The First Time,
Lightning Prevention
Protecting exposed structures from lightning
has always been a partial and chancy
enterprise; and broadcast installations have
often suffered lightning damage. But now
comes a California outfit claiming, apparently
with justification, that they can prevent
lightning in a protected area by charge dissipation.

To TllE BROADCAST INDUSTRY. as to many others,
lightning has always been an unpredictable and
uncontrollable force. the dangers of which could be
lessened by careful dcxign and prudent procedures.
But lightning cernid not be prevented from breaking
through human defenses from time to time. especial
ly at high-altitude installations. As is well known, a
direct hit is not at all necessary to the production
of plenty of damage. The induced current from a
nearby lightning bolt can destroy any current-carry
ing device, the power line. the antenna transmission
line. etc.

A startling development by a firm calling itself
Lightning Elimination Associates of Downey, Cali
fornia, has apparently opened the era of lightning
prevention in a protected arca. The station operator
who has had repeated lightning trouble can look

forward to total relief, at small cost, if the new
technique lives up to its promise. Such a develop
ment obviously represents, for every kind of human
installation and enterprise, an historic shift away
from the purely defensive response to lightning.

The basic idea is most simple. The lower part of a
thunder cloud becomes highly charged, usually neg
atively. As the cloud moves, it carries beneath it
along the earth's surface an area of induced opposite
charge (below). If the potential between cloud
and earth gets higher than the breakdown point of
the air between, there is a lightning stroke. High
structures make lightning more likely by shortening
the air path from cloud to earth.

If the difference in potential could be substantial
ly reduced by a dissipation of charge across the air
gap. the chance of lightning occurring should be

l.rghtrung will strike if the potential
between clouds and the ground
breaks down air dielectric.

I t I
I I

I
I I I
I
I

+ + + + +
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ubstantially reduced. This is just what the LEA
ystem sets out to do, with an array of very many
harp metal points, connected to the ground and
eointing upward. The ability of a sharp point in a
trong voltage gradient in air to start a current across
he gradient has been known since Ben Franklin
lew his kite. The LEA dissipation array "leaks" the
.hargc across the air gap.
The number of points in a given installation can

>e many thousands. The array in which they are
nounted may have a variety of shapes, the particu
ar configuration being chosen to suit the structures
ieing protected. The antenna in the photograph
supports a series of radial dissipation wires (barely
/isiblc).

Is a device of these comparatively modest dimen
sions up to the job of preventing lightning, one of
Nature's truly outsize phenomena? Apparently so.
LEA cites, among others, the case of the transmitter
of station KHOF-TV, on a peak 5500 feet high near
Los Angeles. The station and the incoming power
line had been knocked out repeatedly by lightning.
r.Thc station engineer had even been knocked off the
roof, with only one small black cloud in the area.
One of LEA's dissipation arrays, installed last year,

tJgot KHOF through the lightning season without a
,. nsinglc hit.

It seems a terrible loss that this relief from light
ning's ancient danger has been stuck on the back

~~·burner for more than 40 years. The idea occurred
••1 about 1926 to Willard Starr. a young California
.enginecr, after he saw lightning start a fire in an
oil-refinery tank (the oil industry is one of the
heaviest losers to lightning). After some experi
ments, he convinced himself that the idea was
sound. A trial installation at an oil refinery was

... _virtually forgotten when the executive who spon
sored Starr died. No one else could be interested
until the 1960s, when another engineer finally no
ticed that the tanks protected by Starr's arrays had
never been hit by lightning. Starr was called back
into lightning prevention after a long career as a
consultant to the movie sound studios. He is now a
principal in LEA, along with R. B. Carpenter, an
engineering executive with much experience.

Broadcast engineers will be interested in the
parameters of the array operation. LEA reports tests
and calculations that indicate sustained currents
through a typical array ranging up to more than
200 amperes. Lightning bolts. of course, often ex
hibit hundreds of thousands-or millions-of am
peres of current, but over very short time intervals,
measured in milliseconds. Evidently the system
works by spreading the discharge between cloud
and earth over a very longer, safe interval.

A says that operation is critically dependent on
size, shape, material, and distribution of the points,
and on many other factors, all of which they have
thoroughly investigated. Each installation must be
ustorn-rnadc to fit the requirements of the structure

to be protected. Prices have ranged from about
$3800 to about $6800 for a complete installation.
LEA looks forward to cost reductions that would put
many broadcast installations in the neighborhood of
$3000. BM/E
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CLOUD MECHANISM

AIR GAP

EARTH SURFACE

The equivalent electrical diagram. The LEAdissipation
wires start a current flowing through ions to reduce
the cloud-to-ground potential.

Antenna of station KHOF·TVsupports a series of radial
dissipation wires (almost invisible in photo).

TOP V/£W

Diagram shows six dissipation wire radials
strung from antenna (held up by guy wires). Antenna
height is 225 feet. Dissipation wires are
insulated from the tower and form angle of 35
degreeswith respect to the ground.
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Video Delay Lines
Eliminate Cosily Coax

~~·

,,; t>

-~~:::- . - .....•

Phase and timing errors are cleared up in
nothing flat by these new equalized delay
lines from Great Britain. ABC Television
has a rackful of them, and finds them
great for long-distance remotes.

IT'S A 1\tA.JOR PROBI Fi\J in all TV stations-video
delay to compensate for line phase changes. Coaxial
cable coils have been the traditional answer. but this
technique is loaded with problems.

For one thing. the cable coils take up ton much
space for the small amount of delay they produce.
Also. when installing cable delays. the cable must be
trimmed a few inches at a time and tested each time
ro produce a precise length to correct a particular
1i111ingerror. Cables need equalizers; cable expands
and contracts with changes in temperature and hu
midity introducing new errors of its own.

An easy answer to the phase and timing error
problem has come out of Great Britain. lts the
Matthey equalized video delay line no. M200/4700 I.
It consists of five sections and. depending on which
leads arc used. the basic unit can provide delays
variable from 5 to 155 nanoscc, The 155 ns. figure
is approximately equivalent to 100 feet of coax.

These modular delay lines have an insertion loss
of 0.5 dB maximum at 5.5 MHz and co111~in neat
little metal boxes with RNC connectors.

ABC Television uses delay lines

A major user of these delay lines is ABC-TV in
New York. With it\ far-flung sports coverage. the
ABC network is constantly plagued by phase and
timing errors. and these units have solved what had
been a major problem.

In addition to the 5-155 ns. devices. the product
line also includes values of 50. I00. 200, 500. and
I000 nanosec. Combinations can he cascaded for a
maximum delay of 4000 ns. An optional unit pro
vide' switch-selectable delays with a vernier adjust
ment over the range of IO to 165 ns for an infinitely
variable delay.

Immediate use of the delay lines at ABC has
been for the network's convention coverage from
Miami and the Summer Olympics relayed from
Munich. Matthey repackaged the variable delay box
per ABC's specifications, and produced units for the
network with equalized delays variable from
I0-165. 50-215. I I0-265. 210-365. 510-665 and
1010-1175 nanoscc The modules have front panel
mounted switches and a vernier adjustment and arc
rack-mounted in the AílC installation.

Several equipment manufacturers arc
corporating the delays into equipment:
Fcrnsch, and Vital Industries arc typical.

now in
Marconi.
BM/E
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Delay lines in use at ABC network facilities, New York.

Fixed and variable versions. Other packages are available
for incorporation into equipment.

INPUT

OUTPUT

t 11,
Input and output waveform characteristics for
2T luminance and lOT chrominance pulses.
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Today's transmitter systems.
1Wbich one is right for you?
\.tone time, selecting a TV transmit
ter was relatively simple.
It was a matter of choosing one

.ransmitter with a specified output
11;hatdelivered a signal to one an
ienna.
Today, however, there are any

mmber of transmitter system op
.ionsavailable. Making the right se
ection can save your station money
-and also make life a lot easier for
you and your engineering staff. The
oest system for you will depend on
whether or not you plan to operate
your transmitter by remote control,
howeasy it is to reach the transmit
ter site, and other factors. The trend
is toward various types of "backup"
facilitiesthat protect against lost air
time.
Four different transmitter systems

are illustrated here to indicate the
rangeofoptions nowbeing offered.

Four TV Transmitter Systems
System#]
Low-Power Standby Transmitter
fl'heprimary transmitter in this sys
tem delivers full licensed power out
put with a lower-power transmitter
serving as "backup". If the primary
transmitter falls, the operator brings
the backup unit into service and
transfers the aural and visual output
connections-either manually or by
remote control. The advantage of
this system is the availability of
emergency standby protection with
minimuminvestment in the standby
transmitter. (In many cases the
¡standby can be an earlier model

SEPTEMBER,1972-BM/ E

transmitter capable of remote con
trol.) The disadvantage is the reduc
tion of signal strength while operat
ing in the emergency standby mode.
Tomeet FCC requirements for once-

TO
ANTENNA

LOW
POWER

STANDBY
TRANSMITTER

System #J

a-weekinspection, the standby trans
mitter must be capable of delivering
at least 20 percent of the station's
licensed power.

System#2
Alternate Main Transmitter
This configuration employs two
identical transmitters, capable of
operating at the full licensed power
output of the station. Only one trans
mitter is operated at a time, but
either can be operated on the "main"
unit with the other available for
100% backup. One transmitter may
be serviced while the other is on the
air. Maintenance can be scheduled
at your convenience.
If desired, automatic circuits can

be employed to detect failure of
either the aural or visual output of
the "on-air" transmitter and to
switch the other transmitter on auto-

matically. Exciter switching permits
either of the two exciters to drive
both transmitters, with automatic
switchover to the spare exciter.
"Alternate-main" transmitter op

eration provides a high degree of pro
tection against loss of air time, with
only a momentary interruption to
activate the alternate transmitter in
the event of failure of the "on-air"

MAIN
TRANSMITTER >----~

''''---L---
OPTIONAL
EXCITER

SWITCHER

----,----

AL TERNA TE
MAIN

TRANSMITTER

TO
ANTENNA

System #2

unit. Also, the availability of two
identical transmitters simplifies
servicing by providing a cross-refer
ence for testing and evaluation of
performance.

System#3
Parallel Transmitter
This system also employs two iden
tical transmitters. The difference is
that both transmitters are operated
simultaneously into a combiningsys
tem, each contributing half of the
visual power and half of the aural
power. If either transmitter fails,
there is no interruption of program
transmission, since the other trans-

Continued on page 3
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How well informed are you about the Cart:
You probably already know about
some of the advantages of the RCA
TCR-100 Cartridge Tape Recorder.

But maybe there are important
capabilities you've overlooked.

Try this quick quiz and find out for
sure.
l. How long docs it take an opera

tor to load, optimize and cue a tape
commercial on the Cart? O A. 3 sec.
O B. 30 sec. O C. 3 min.

2. How many passes is a cartridge
message good for before it starts to
deteriorate? O A. 25 O B. 50 O C.
100 O D. 200 or more.

3. How many cartridges can be
loaded into the TCR-100 at one
time? O A. 12 O B. 22 O C. 100

4. If you schedule 4 tape commer
cials during a break, how many Cart
machines would be needed to play
them back? O A. 4 O B. 2 O C. 1

5. What's the typical life expect
ancy of the Cart's Alfecon II head
wheels? O A. Less than 200 hours
O B. About 300 hours O C. More
than 500 hours

6. What about tape costs, com
pared to a reel-to-reel VTR. O A.
about twice as much C B. about half
as much O C. about the same

7. From what source can the TCR-
100 record cartridges? O A. The line
O B. Other cartridges in the machine
O C. Both

8. The Cart can free up your reel
VTR's for which of the following
tasks? O A. Teleproduction O B.
Promos O C. Previews

9.What can the Cart do about tape
rebates? O A. Virtually eliminate
them O B. Cut down on them dras
tically O C. Nothing much

10. How much more storage space
do reels take as compared to car
tridges? O A. About 75% more O B.
About 100% more O C. About 200%
more.

When you check for the right an
swers (upside down, below), you'll
probably realize more than ever how
much the Cart offers in cost-perform
ance advantages.

If you got more than five answers
wrong, the chances are you need a
TCR-100 right now. If you got them
all right, you probably just ordered
one.
And if you haven't already ordered

one, ask yourself why not.

8(01V(6;:)~H'V(8
;:)(l 8(9 ;:)(9 ;:)(17 8(8 Q(Z V(1
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TCR-100 Box Score
Number delivered
Number of commercials broadcast
Present rate (commercials/day)
Man hours saved
*Estimate

TCR-100's Delivered

London Weekend TV, London, United Kingdom
Venevision, Caracas, Venezuela
Austarama TV, Melbourne, Australia

KHO-TV, Spokane, Wash.
KIRO-TV, Seattle, Wash.
KNTV, San Jose, Calif.
KPLR-TV, St. Louis, Mo.
KSLA-TV, Shreveport, La.
KTSM-TV, El Paso, Texas
NBC, Network, N.Y.C. (4)
WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge, La.
WAPA-TV, San Juan, P. R.
WBAL-TV, Baltimore, Md.
WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wisc.
WBNS-TV, Columbus, O. (2)
WBRE-TV, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
WDCA-TV, Washington, D. C.

34
648,000*

3,500*
26,800*

WECT-TV, Wilmington, N. C.
WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C.
WGR-TV, Buffalo, N. Y.
WISN-TV, Milwaukee, Wisc.
WJAR-TV, Providence, R. l.
WKBW-TV, Buffalo, N. Y.
WMAO-TV, Chicago, Ill.
WPTV, West Palm Beach, Fla.
WSB-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
WTAE-TV, Pittsburgh, Pa.
WTAF-TV, Philadelphia, Pa.
WTVC, Chattanooga, Tenn.
WUTV, Buffalo, N.Y.
WWL-TV, New Orleans, La.

I
I
.l

~I
~
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World's first''T-bar''T1'
antenna going up in Pittsburgh,

WOED CHl3 WQEX CH.16

A self-supporting tower and antenna
system with a unique "T-bar" struc
ture is now under construction for
Pittsburgh's two educational TV sta
tions-WQED and WQEX.

Both stations will have their an
tennas mounted atop a 518-foot tower
at either end of a 40-foot crossbar.
Each antenna is 78 feet in height.

WQED, a VHF station on Channel'
13, will use RCA's Traveling Wave1
antenna. WQEX, operating on UHF·
Channel 16, will use an RCA Pylon.

Innovations like the "T-bar" keep
our antenna experts where they want
to be. On top.

RCA PRIME TIMEi
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~mtinued from page 1
itter continues to operate í nde

"lmdently. An inherent advantage of
prallel transmitters is the natural
eility of the combiner to absorb re
ctions from the transmission line
ad antenna system, resulting in bet
r picture performance from the
ombined transmitters than from
uher transmitter alone. Also, since

on the particular configuration.
With remote control of the main

and standby transmitter, only once
a-week inspection and calibration is
required by the FCC. The result is
considerable savings in manpower
especially when the transmitter and
the studio are some distance apart.

The backup transmitter protects
against outages. And lost air time

b

TRANSMITTER
A

b

REJECT
COMBINEREXCITER

SWITCHER
LOAD

TRANSMITTER
B

TO
ANTENNA

lystem #J

oth transmitters are normally in
se, the chance of total loss of signal
extremely unlikely for any cause

scept total power failure.

fystem #4
/arallel Transmitter with
llternate Main Capability
n this parallel system, either trans
aitter independently is capable of
delivering the full station licensed
lower. Normally, the two transmit-
ers are operated parallel with each
mit delivering half of the licensed
iower load. However, in case of fail
rre of one transmitter, the power
rutput of the remaining transmitter
nay be doubled-by push-button

1 :ontrol-to restore full licensed
•I rower output. No change in setup
1•11djustments is needed when the
iower increase is made. This system

111 ionfiguration combines the advan
¡,. ¡ages of "parallel" with those of "al
" :ernate main" operation. Failure of
sither transmitter will not interrupt
Jrogram transmission, and either
.ransmitter may be serviced while
the other is delivering full visual and
ural power.

Advantages
Standby transmitter systems provide
variety of advantages, depending

SEPTEMBER,1972-BM/E

can cause expensive make goods.
With parallel or alternate main

systems, maintenance is simpler, too.
Direct comparisons-meter readings,
tests and the like-can be performed
while servicing. Direct module sub
stitution can be made and spare
parts inventories simplified.
With alternate main transmitters,

24-hour-a-day transmission is prac
tical and economical because main
tenance can be performed during
normal program transmission.

Operation of parallel systems at
one-half power provides full reserve
power for emergencies and tends to
extend tube operating life.

Which RCA TV transmitter system
is right for you?

The versatile RCA TV transmitter
line offers features and options to
handle the needs of a variety of sys
tems-future needs as well as present
ones. The circuitry is the most com
pletely solid state of any TV trans
mitter ever made. So you can expect
long-term stability with few operat
ing adjustments and simpler mainte
nance. Plus more reliability, cleaner
color signals, and lower operating
costs.

They're capable of remote control,
remote logging and unattended op
eration. And their design includes
built-in automation for such func
tions as exciter switchover, turn-on
sequencing, power output control,
pedestal level control and status log
ging.
Which means you can benefit to

day from transmitters that are right
for tomorrow.

Why not talk to your RCA repre
sentative? He'll help you explore the
many options now available in VHF
transmitters and help you decide
which system is best for your station
... both now and for many years
ahead. And he'll help save money,
too.

HALF

POWER~~

o
FULL

EXCITER ~SWITCHER
COMBINER ~TO

LOAD
ANTENNA

HALF

POWER TRANSMITTER
Bo

FULL

System #4

RCAPRIME TIME
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The surprising new TK-630-·
it's alone in the middle.
The cost-effective TK-630 color
studio camera is in a class by itself.
Right in the middle, between the de
luxe, premium quality cameras and
the marginal performance economy
models.

What's really surprising about the
TK-630 is the superb quality pic
tures it delivers-quality that you'd
expect only from cameras in the
higher price bracket.

Which means the TK-630 is an
ideal primary camera for the studio
or on remotes. For studios already
equipped with color, it's a welcome
addition for handling special assign
ments like news and weather.

Feature for feature, the TK-630

offers outstanding performance/cost
value. It uses a sealed prism optical
system like the highest quality
broadcast cameras. And for stability,
the entire optical system is mounted
on a sturdy bedplate for extra rigid
support of lead oxide pickup tubes,
lens and the prism.

The totally solid state design in
cludes extensive use of integrated
circuits for compactness and ex
tended reliability.

The list goes on and on. But, to
give you a better picture of what the
TK-630 is and what it can do, we put
it on video tape. Ask your RCA Rep
resentative to bring along this dem
onstration tape on his next visit. It's
a real eye-opener.

Easy-to-carry TK-630 color camera
with plug-in detachable viewfinder be
comes a portable at moment's notice.

Products in the news.
The RT-210 is a fourth generation
model of long-popular RCA reel type
recorders. It meets rigid broadcast
standards for monaural or stereo op
eration. Variable cue speed permits
one hand cueing. Other key features
include solid slate design: push-but
ton operation: rack, console or port
able moun ting: and choice of tape
speeds: 71/2 and 15 or 3% and 71/2
IPS. A new playback-only version,
RT-20, is now available.

w --[:::r,. ~ !.,..,.., ••• ,..¡.~((> ci~'

The Type RT-22B automatic tape
recorder isa reel-to-reel machine with
the electronics and cueing versatility
of cartridge equipment. Playback
only, or record/playback models are
offered for both monaural and stereo
operation. The RT-22B has a four
head transport and the same quality
features as the RT-21D. It utilizes
the same head configuration and cue
tones as standard NAB cartridge
tape equipment.

~~~~~·-~~~~. . . .• - ,.,

•. --· - ~"-·...O••o~·

The RT-16 and RT-26 multicar
tridge playback systems permit se
quential or random accessing up to
12 size/ 1200 cartridge decks (30
min.). Monaural and stereo versions
more than meet NAB specifications.
Both systems include heavy duty
synchronous motors and solid state
circuitry for added reliability of
operation.

Future-compatible broadcast equipment ... Tomorrow Systems Today
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Filling A Tra11smiller 11110The J'oh11 Ba11cock

DHF JUST WASN'T GETTING THE COVERAGE it
reeded for the Chicago market from its suburban
intenna tower (230 feet). So, when it became pos
ible to move to the John Hancock Center, it did.
l'here it shares a crossed-dipole, circularly-polarized
mtenna system with eight other stations. The antcn
ia system, designed by Alford Manufacturing Co.,
vill soon serve 12 FM broadcasters.
Fitting the station to the market was less of a

iroblern than fitting the transmitter into the marn
moth John Hancock Center. The licensee, National
Science Network, was leasing bare real estate on the
~3rd floor. lt needed walls put up and electrical-, air
.onditioning-, and plumbing-work done. Eric Small,
vho was technical director for NSN at that time
:1970), decided he'd better have an architect, so he
·etained Justing Henshell, 461 Eighth Avenue, New
{ork. to specify details. This turned out to be a wise
nove. A skyscraper is a peculiar environment.
There are extreme variations in wind and temper

iture which can mightily affect the transmitter cool
ng system. And less artificial cooling is needed if
/ou have the right exposure. The WDHF facility has
:wo three-ton air-conditioning condensing units, each
rates at 5920 watts-which means the mains for the
1-c units are as large as that feeding transmitter No.
2, a 10 kW unit. (Transmitter No. 1 is 20 kW.)

Jn addition to the condensers are two air-handling
units. An air exchanger is used so that inside and
outside air do not mix. This calls for a plenum
chamber, louvres, baffles, motorized air dampers,
and controls (run by thermostats in the transmitter
rack). These requirements were beyond the exper
tise of even experienced transmitter salesmen and an
architect did more than pay for his fee in coming up
with smart dollar-saving solutions.

The antenna structure is by far more photogenic
than a transmitter room as several views of the latter
show. The transmitter control rack, incidentally, was
built and tested in New York City before being
shipped to the John Hancock. BM/E

Photos by Eric Small

Floor plan (left) and photo (below)
show general layout.
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Filling The "Fill" Gap In
Studio Lighting -
Hard-Glass
Halogen Lamps
By Robert M. Griffin and John J. Gutta

The long life and constant light output of
quartz halogen lamps have caused them to
be widely used as "hard" keylights in studios,
but shorter-lived, less constant incandescents
had to be used for diffuse "fill" lighting.
Now long-lived halogens are available for fill lighting, too.

SINCE THE ADVENTof tungsten-halogen lamps in the
late I950's, applications in many fields have been
developed. One of the largest is color television and
theatre lighting, where constant light level and color
temperature arc of prime importance. Quartz-halo
gen lamps arc now widely used in compact spot
lights that render a specular or so-called "hard light"
output and arc most effectively used as keylights
to establish the character of the subject.

Soft "fill" lights must be used to control the harsh
shadows produced by the quartz halogen keylights.
The workhorse of fill lighting has been the scoop

Authors Grillin and Gutta arc engineers at GTE
Sylvania. Salem. Mass.

Fig. 2. Halogen fill lamp, left. is much smaller than in·
candescent.

fixture in conjunction with the PS52 incandescent
lamp. This combination of open-type fixture and
large frosted bulb produces soft, diffuse lighting
qualities. Unfortunately, the PS52 studio lamp is a
nonhalogen source and, as such, its lumen output
and color temperature both decrease throughout life
as the lamp is operated. Attempts have been made
to design a scoop fixture around a small quartz halo
gen lamp to eliminate this light loss over life but,
because of the very compactness of the quartz
halogen source, the light is still more "hard" and in
some cases less desirable than that of the original
PS52 scoop. A void therefore existed which rep
resented the last barrier to complete upgrading of
studio lighting to tungsten-halogen quality, with its
long life and constant color temperature.

The obvious solution here would seem to be to
use a tungsten-halogen lamp with a larger quartz
envelope that would produce the necessary diffusion
for this application. Unfortunately, the cost of mate
rial and manufacturing would raise the price of such
a lamp to the point where it would be unacceptable
on the studio market.

A large hard glass envelope would greatly reduce
material costs while providing the needed diffusion.
Also, it would lend itself to high speed manufactur
ing techniques normally restricted to conventional
incandescent lamps, thereby providing additional
cost reductions.

Despite many inherent problems including the in
compatability of halogens with materials and pro
cesses formerly associated with glass lamps, a new
family of hard glass tungsten-halogen studio lamps
has now emerged to fill the critical void in studio
lighting.

Called the 1500 Watt DSF and 1000 Watt DSD,
they are directly interchangeable with the old-style
PS52 incandescent studio lamps. They have been in
production for over a year and are readily available
from stock.

SEPTEMBER,1972-BM/E
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Table 1

f'NSI I i Lumen ILamp Life Mainte- Fill
Code I I

Type Watts Bulb (Hours) Lum em nance Gas Coil M.O.L. I

jbSF I Halogen 1500 T20 Frost 250 41000 9a% Krypton cea 12"
~FY I Incandescent ¡ " PS52 Frost 100 .. 75% Argon C7A 13"'

.~~~ I
Halogen 1000 T20 Frost 200 26500 9a% Krypton cea 12"
Incandescent I " PS52 Clear 75 .. 75% Argon C7A 13"

00.L____ T20 HALOGENLAMP\. ...-98% lOOk T20 HALOGENLAMP~ .98%
I
I V)

z
801

PSS2/y?S%
I

~ 80TI Pss2--- -..........._.7S%
INCANDESCENT I o

60 l LAMP I I ~ 60
e(
a::
u.

401 I o 40
>-z
w

':J
'

u

I I :::; 20
o.

I I
I I

I I I I I Q

o so 100 lSO 200 o so 100 l SO 200 2SO

HOURSOF LAMPLIFE HOURSOF LAMPLIFE
Fig. l. Halogen lamps have long-
er life than incandescent counter·

1000-Watt Lam~ lSOO-Watt Lam~s parts.

Table 1 gives a general description of the new
rtmps and a comparison with the PS52 lamp that
rlach replaces. All lamps have a 9% L.C.L., a mogul
crew base, a voltage rating of 120, and a color
mperature rating of 3200º Kelvin.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the electrical

nd photometric parameters of the lamps are identi
al, but longer lamp life and high lumen mainte
anee reveal the outstanding advantages of the halo
en lamps. They have two-and-one-half times the
e of their incandescent predecessors and maintain
men and color temperature levels virtually 100 per

ient throughout this Jong life. This is the result of
i'11sing krypton fill gas in conjunction with a highly
· fficient coil design and a gaseous halogen additive.

Figure 1 is a graphic display of the advantages
nese halogen lamps have over their incandescent
ounterparts.
A point to be made here is that though the

000-watt and 1500-watt incandescent lamps arc
"l:mted at 7 5-hours and 100-hours respectively, their

seful lives arc considerably shorter due to the dras
'e reduction in light output which is caused by tung
ten blackening of the bulb wall. The useful life of
ach type is more realistically placed at 70 percent
f rated life, but may vary from this according to the
1equirements of each particular application. Such is
ot the case with the halogen lamps whose useful
ves are the same as their rated lives, due to the
resence of the halogen regenerative cycle, which
liminates bulb blackening.
Figure 2 compares the physical size and shape of

he new halogen lamp with those of the old style
., 'S52. Extensive on camera tests in major studios

rave shown that, despite the smaller size of the
P' ialogcn lamp, its light is just as "soft" and diffuse as
-' he incandescent light. There were no discernible

lifierences between the optical qualities of the two
·1 n typical scoops. The T20 bulb of the halogen lamp

epresents the optimum size that would produce the

• .}EPTEMBER, 1972-BM/E

maximum possible diffusion while maintaining those
bulb wall temperatures required by the halogen cy
cle and hard glass.

Ahead on economics, too
An economic comparison between the new and

old lamps reveals a clcciclccl advantage to using the
T20 Halogen sources. Referring back to Table I,
the arca under the particular curve for each lamp
represents the total average lumen-hours that it will
deliver over its entire rated life. This is a direct
measure of lamp performance.

A) 1000 Watt Comparison
Assumptions:

1) Installation cost per lamp: $3.00
*2) Lamps are replaced at encl of rated life

T20 Halogen PS52 Incandescent
List Price $17.95 List Price $5.60
Lumen-Hours 5.25 X 10• Lumen-Hours 1.74 X 10•
Life 200 Hours Life 75 Hours

Lumen-Hour Ratio: 1000T20 5.25 X 10• -c 3.0

1000PS52 1.74 X 10'

Life Ratio: 1000T20 200 - 2.7
1000PS52 75

Lamp Cost: (Per 200 Hours)
1 X $17.95 = $17.95

Installation Cost:
(Per 200 Hours)
1 X $ 3.00 = $ 3.00

Total Cost/200 Hr. $20.95.

Lamp Cost: (Per 200 Hours)
3.0 X $5.60 = $16.aO

Installation Cost:
(Per 200 Hours)
2.7 X $3.00 = $ a.10

Total Cost/200 Hr. $24.90

*It is understood that it is common practice to
replace both standard incandescents and halogen
studio lamps, in critical locations, prior to the end of
rated life in order to avoid lamp burnouts during
programs or taping sessions. l n addition. incan
descent lamps arc often replaced when lumen out
put starts to drop seriously or color temperature
shifts. Although this was not taken into account in
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Halogen lamp principles

Though the term tungsten-halogen is familiar to
most, it might be of interest to briefly describe its
principles as applied to the hydrogen bromide used
in these lamps. In all incandescent lamps the coil.
releases tunustcn atoms which move to the bulb wall
and condense, thus forming a black film which re
duces light output. But the addition of hydrogen
bromide gas reduces this because tungsten atoms,
upon reaching the bulb wall, chemically combine
with the bromine instead of condensing on the wall.
The resulting tungsten-bromide compound then
moves back toward the coil, where it is thermally
decomposed into free bromine and free tungsten.
The free tungsten atom will generally redeposit on
some relatively cool portion of the coil, while the
free bromine atom will move back toward the bulb
wall to combine again with another tungsten atom.
This regenerative process is repeated time and again
b) the vas: multitude uf tungsten and bromine atoms
in the lamp atmosphere, thereby keeping the bulb
wall clean.

The temperature at which a halogen compound
changes from the gaseous to the liquid or solid state
is the temperature below which the halogen cycle
ceases to operate. For tungsten bromide, operating
in a fill gas of krypton and nitrogen, this tempera
ture is in the vicinity of 200ºC. This temperature is
quite compatible with all of the requirements im
posed by lump burning positions and glass operating
temperatures. Also. the temperatures of the various
internal tung\len parts which come in contact with
the bromine arc just as critical as the bulb wall
temperatures. It has been found that successful lamp

1285ºC

-395°C
...

315ºC

1285ºC

1365ºC••

1470ºCll

1750ºC I
1440ºC \. .,

. b I . d b 3'5ºC. . . IIoperation can e ac ucve y ma111ta111111ga tungsten
parts close to or above 1400ºC. The problem here
lay in the difficulty of operating the long tungsten
internal lead wires at this temperature, since they
were not in close proximity to the coil and therefore
could not be adequately heated by radiation or con
duction. It was decided to make these wires of a
much smaller diameter than those normally used in
ordinary incandescent lamps of similar power. This
was done to increase their electrical resistance to the
point where they became incandescent during lamp
operation.

the foregoing comparison, it would appear that the
relative percent of life rating at which changes
would be made would tend to further favor the halo
gen lamp over the standard incandescent.

B) 1500 Watt Comparison
(Same assumptions as I000 Watt)

T20 Halogen PS52 Incandescent
List Price
Lumen-Hours
Life
10.2 X IO•

3.6 X IO•

$6.70
3.6 X IO•
100 Hours

List Price $I 7.95
Lumen·Hours I0.2 X IO•
Life 250 Hours

Lume n-Hou r Ratio: I 500T20
2.8

1500PS52

Life Ratio: I500T20 250

100
= 2.5

1500PS52
Lamp Cost: (Per 250 Hours)

I X $17.95 "" $17.95
Installation Cost:

(Per 250 Hours)
l X $ 3.00 = $ 3.00

Lamp Cost: (Per 250 Hours)
2.8 X $6.70 = $18.95

Installation Cost:
(Per 250 Hours)
2.5 X $3.00 = $ 7.50

Total Cost/250 Hr. $20.95 Total Cost/250 Hr. $26.45

26

Additional benefits

There arc many more benefits in addition to
economic savings obtained through a constant light I
level maintained over a longer life.

I) Excellent dimmer performance is realized I
with these lamps because the bulb wall remains·
clean throughout life at any voltage setting. Jn addi
tion the very irritating problem of audio noise is
almost non-existent with this lamp. The internal
parts have been designed and clamped so as to inhi
bit oscillations in the audio frequency range. Non
magnetic materials were used throughout to avoid
the magnetostrictive phenomenon which gives rise to
these audio vibrations. The result is that this is the
quietest lamp available today for dimmer applica
tion in studio scoop lighting.

2) The shape and compact size of the T20 lamp
allows for very easy storage and handling when

continued on page 28
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Full time ...air time
with Gates dual TV transmitters

,,.) In St. Louis, Des Moines,
Philadelphia, Jacksonville and soon
New York City, Chicago, San Francisco
and Tampa, Gates dual VHF television
transmitters, operating in parallel,
provide complete redundancy for
maximum on-air time.
Because,only Gates provides switchable
modulators, switchable low-level VSB
and switchable color correction for
100% redundancy.
If one transmitter should fail, its
duplicating twin keeps you on the air.
And full time - air time is just one of the
advantagesof parallel operation.
For full time - air time there's really
no parallel to paralleling.
For full details, write Gates Division,
Harris-lntertype Corporation,

,cJ II Quincy, Illinois 62301.

r,J

RF switcher and diplexer for Gates dual TV transmitter

GATES
A DIVISION OF HARRIS-INTERTYPE
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l'Ullng lhe 1'111Gap
compared with the bulky PS52, but the lamp still
has the diffusion of the incandescent. This is the
only tungsten-halogen lamp available today with de
sirable diffusion properties that does not use double
construction: i.e., a bulb within a bulb, so it avoids
the light loss of double construction.

3) The hard glass envelope provides high resis
tance to thermal shock, giving the T20 halogen lamp
a decided safety advantage over the soft glass PS52.
For instance, normal end-of-life failures can result in
extremely hot particles from the tungsten filament
dropping onto the bulb. No problem is experienced
with the hard glass T20 bulb.

4) Safe operating characteristics are obtained
with krypton fill gas at low pressure. Most quartz
halogen lamps obtain their life increase over equiva
lent incandescents by an increase in the gas fill pres
sure, to reduce evaporation of tungsten from the
coil, but pressurized lamps of any type pose a po
tential hazard whenever they are used in open type
fixtures where no facing such as a Fresnel lens is
present to protect against violent failures.

For this reason, it was decided to avoid such pres
surization techniques to gain additional life. Longer
life was gained by: (a) a coil redesign from the
C7 A single coil of the PS52 to a more efficient CC8
vertical coiled coil; ( b) a change in fill gas from an

argon-nitrogen mixture as used in the PS52 to ;
krypton-nitrogen mixture. The thermal conductivif
of krypton, being slightly greater than one-half o
argon, reduces filament energy losses due to gas con.
duction and convection. And the atomic weight o
krypton (and thus the size) being slightly more that
twice that of argon, increases the collision rate be
tween atoms, which retards the evaporation rate o
the filament. But the krypton fill pressure in the T2'
lamp is such that, when the lamp is operating, it
internal pressure rises to only one atmosphere there
by reducing the hazards of violent failures.

5) Direct interchangeability with the PS52 mean
that it is now possible to raise studio lighting com:
pletely to tungsten-halogen quality without adaptinj
present PS52 scoops, or scrapping them altogetherl

6) A unique base-extension design is coupled t<
the T20 bulb to provide the required 91/2 L.C.L. The
mogul screw base is nickel plated brass which resisti
corrosion and thermal oxidation, thus insuring good
socket maintenance and easy lamp removal at th
end of life.

The addition of a hard glass halogen lamp as é

direct replacement of the PS52 fills a void in studic
lighting. Longer life and constant light output an
now available without sacrificing the necessary diff
usion. Now, for the first time, it is possible to up
grade studio lighting completely to tungsten-haloge
quality. BM/I

(413) 536-3551 (413) 536-3551 (413) 536-3551 (413) 536-3551 (413) 536-3551 (413) 536-3551 (413) 536-355¡

• • • •I 011MICRO-TRAK CORPORATION

"MICRO-TRAK" is a new corporation
started by former employees of Gray
Research to continue the efforts of Gray
to produce the finest possible broadcast
equipment.

For further information regarding
products services, facilities, or policies,
contact me directly at our new address
or phone area code 413 536-3551.

g GRAY RESEARCH

MICRO-TRAK CORPORATION
620 RACE ST., HOLYOKE, MASS. 01040

• • • ISNOW • • •

(¡-,
CJI

"q
"CJCJ

William E. Stacy
President

(413) 536-3551 (413) 536-3551 (413) 536-3551 (413) 536-3551 (413) 536-3551 (413) 536-3551 (413) 536-355
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PVlO x 168

Moreand more people are discover
ing how significantly superior
Canon Zoom Lenses are for TV
broadcasting purposes. Their
outstanding color characteristics,
even in dim light, is one of the
many reasons why Canon was
chosen for telecasting the Munich
Olympics.
Canon's wide range of excellent
zoom lenses encompass three
types of operation control
all-servorized, via flexible cables

1 and by effortless manual control.
And it can be attached to fit and

PV17 x 24

operate with any make of TV
camera.
Shown on this page are only a few
examples of the quality lenses
Canon has available to more than
meet your particular demands.
Specify Canon to stay ahead.

Tho following are Canon TV Zoom Lonsos for the
Plumblcon® color camorascurrently availableon the
market:

Sizeof unage tube
I X" Plurnb1con\JJl
color camera

12.8 x 9.6rnm
!16mm~)

PVlO x 15

Image format covered
17.1x12.8mn1
t21.4mm~H

Lens
PIO x 2064
Pl7 X 3081
Pl7 X 3082
PVlO x 1681
PVlO x 1582
PVl 7 x 2481
PV 6 x 1881

I" Plurnb1cornJ.~
color camera

Q~Reg TMNV. Phll1psof Netherlands.

The Canon TV LensesNaming System

PIO x 20

1

1 Mmun um Focal Length

L..---------- Zoom Ra110

'------------- Aooncanon

Symbol

¡11 • Prumbrcon
1• Prumbrcon
3· & 41;" Image
Or ttucon

Aoouc anoosImage
Format

21.4mm9
16mrnó
45. 7rnmp
40 6mmo>

p
PV
B

Canon
~o?:NONU.S.A.. INC.: 10 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, Long Island, New York 11040, U S.A. (Phone} 516·488 6700 eCANON U.SA, INC.: 457 Fullerton Ave. Elmhurst, tll1no1s
N G,U.S.A. (Phone} 312·833·3070 e CANON OPTICS & BU51NE3S MACHINES CO. INC.: 3113 Wilshire Blvd., Los Anisetes..Ceh íorma 90005. U.S.A e CANON AMSTERDAM
.V.: Gebcuw 70, Sctuohot Oost, Holland e CANON LATIN AMERICA, INC. Apartado 7022, Panama 5, Panama e CANON INC.. 9·9. Gmaa s.cnomc. Chuo ku, Tokyo 104, Japan
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TV Automation Systems
- Now On Their Way
The industry has gone through several generations
of pre-event switchers using card, tape, or limited
electronic memories that simplified operations. Now
we are witnessing new equipment that uses the
mini-computer, incorporates more sophisticated software,
and interfaces with large memory business computers.

TllERE ARE A NUMBER OF major TV automation
systcm« on the market today-each one with its
own constellation of features and capabilities. Some
systems go the easy and short-program route; others
provide an incredible array of features. In between
these extremes lie no happy medium. since every
station manager has his own ideas about what he
wants.

ThL· usual course of events is to install some kind
of d.uu processing hardware in the siations man
agement end, to handle hilling and other mundane
day-to-day paperwork details. The next step is to
install automated TV switching. And somewhere
along the line. managers opt to tic the two systems
together forming an integrated package of auto
mated station operations.

This approach is summed up nicely by Robert
Wehrman. the chief engineer at Pittsburgh's wuc
T\': "We bought the master video control switcher,
which could be interfaced to future automation. We
got that going; it is running manually, and is work
ing quite well. The next step is to acid the computer
and the computer interface to this switcher; then
wcll operate the master control switcher with the
mini-computer. Then. if cvcrything's working the
way we want it to. we'll tic into Cox Data Systems.

"The first two steps-e-the acquisition of a master
control switcher with automation capability-have
already been implemented. With the Grass Valley
system that we have on order, we're going to start
with a 250-cvcnt pre-programming capability, and
will probably expand to use its 2000-cvcnt capacity
eventually."

Up to 2000 events

The Grass Valley system selected by wnc-rv-s
thc APC-2000-providc" storage for 2000 switching
events, along with automatic printout of station logs.
For the user who wants to start small and build, the
xystcm can be supplied with a 15-cvcnt station
break for starters, and then expanded by the addi
tion of more hardware and software. GVC points
out that expansion of this system never requires the
discard of previous equipment in the total package;
the pieces arc designed to be building blocks.
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The APC-2000, as a total system, can provid
on-air continuity switching, control of machín
sources, modification of switching data, prcparatioi
of FCC station log, bulk data entry, printing o
modern program schedules and interfacing with othl
er computers.

The basic job of any automation equipment i
on-air continuity switching; this is basic to every,
thing else that follows and involves the autornath
control of film and slide projectors, videotape record
crs, videotape cassettes, video-audio switchers, am
all related equipment.

All these functions arc controlled by the compute
via a program schedule stored in a core or dis
memory. A digital clock provides timing reference fo
these operations, and this can be synchronized witl
the station's master clock system. Grass Valley ha
worked hard at developing a software program tha
can be easily modified to meet individual needs.

Different station, different system

wcvn-rv in Boston (the successor station t·I
w11011 which lost its license) went on the air with
Central Dynamics master control switcher whicl
will accept a total automation system when the sta
tion is ready for it. In the present setup, the switche
is configured as a standard preset/take switche
with automatic machine control and a solid-stat!
17-cvcnt memory. This memory automatically re
freshes the preset bus on a "take."

Complicated station breaks and commercials ca:
now be aired smoothly with this semi-automatic sys
tcm. The switcher is also equipped with a kcyin:
bus, automatic video, and audio mixing amplifiers, :
color background generator for matte keys, and si:
unmarried audio sources that arc assigned to car
triclgc tape machines and announce booths. Spli
audio, split video, dissolves, fade-to-black, keys
matte keys. and inserts can be preset.

Station management expects to interface a com
putcr-controlled COL station automation systcm
specifically the APC-61 O-which will work with th:
present switcher. A mini-computer will be the foca
point of the system, and it will also handle tln
sales/service/traffic departments and tcchnica
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operations.
Central Dynamics· engineers actually dissuaded

wcvn's management from automating from the start.
"They wanted to automate right away," said Central
Dynamics' vice president Bob Hucff'cd, "but we

''1 talked them out of it. At that point, because of
their tight schedule and lack of key management
personnel in their early clays, they didn't have a

[J·~ complete station. Automation comes after a station
has been operating for a while and management can

¡:J' decide how they want it to operate."
¡'1

"'

.r l· On-line with automation
The APC-61 O, which wcvu will eventually buy.

has been in regular use for over a year by the CBC
at Vancouver, British Columbia. and Sidney. Nova
cotia: These installations use a mini-computer, but
the software is limited to controlling technical oper
ations.

Several completely-integrated station automation
11·:~ systems, encompassing both trallic and technical op-
1"' erations. arc being installed in the United States at

this timc-c-xvw-Philadclphiu. and KDFW, Dallas.
Both of these stations have selected the COL APC-

.)'
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USER JOB
PROGRAMS

610-200 system that performs real-time tasks and
also interfaces with larger data processing systems
for handling invoices, payrolls, etc. The accompany
ing diagrams show that the central processor is the
heart of the system. The system can stand alone and
operate separately, or it can be linked to a host
computer. Three categories of tasks that can be
assisted with automatic control arc I) real-time tech
nical operations: 2) on-line tasks such as order entry
and scheduling: and ] ) b.uch tasks related to routine
business operations.

So Ille real-time tasks that the svstcrn cm perform:
• Maintenance of an up-to-date rcul-timc clock and
program duration counter.
• Operation of on-air and video production equip
ment. including selection or crosspoinrs. audio and
video uansitions. pre-<1ssig111m'nt or machines. .uul
automatic operation of associated reproduction and
recording equipment.
• Automatic printout of FCC log.
• Updating operational displays to the current state
or the system.
• Internal sclf'-chcckinc of equipment.

Typical or the on-li1~'c tasks that can be handled
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Simplified diagram by
Central Dynamics of key
elements of free-standing
computer system.
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¡
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~ \'57
(TRAFFIC) (MIC)

PRINTER
60 CH/SECSCHEDULES

REPORTS
ETC

(TRAFFIC)

by this system arc these:
• Building, maintenance, and retrieval of daily pro
gram schedules and logs. This includes order entry,
availabilities, and inventory.
• Variance reports.
• Maintenance of reference files that include re
petitive program formats, look-up tables, and oper
ational aids.
• Printing, on demand, of schedules, run-sheets,
summaries, performance reports, and log files.
• Communications via telephone lines with other
elata systems.

Large batch tasks such as invoicing, bookkeeping,
payroll, regulation reports, cte., arc best handled on
a larger elata processing system, such as the Bur
roughs 3500 or the lBM 370, and the APC-610-200
can communicate effectively and securely with such
computers located anywhere. The data processing
computer can be owned and operated by a single
group broadcaster (the route being taken by West
inghouse), or it can be managed by a service bureau
and used on a cime-sharing basis by the broadcaster.

The mini-computer in the APC-610-200 system
is a l ó-bit high-speed type, the PDP- I I. Removable
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disc packs store program schedules and log iníor:
mation. A disc has a capacity of about 9000 evem
records representing about two weeks of program·
ming (depending on the station's event/day ratio)
Disc packs may be interchanged to permit editing
of the schedule in advance. The event coding struc
turc allows file sorts of various events such as corn
mercials. pre-emptables, program or political events.
All VTR events or film/slide events could be puller
out separately.

Event files arc addressed and edited by means of
CRT /Keyboard terminals, one of which is generally
located in the traffic department and the other Í1l
the Master Control. The high-speed printer for gen
erating hard copies of schedules, or run sheets, is
located in Traffic. The log printer (a slower-speed
unit) is located in Master Control.

Many stations, many systems ..

Proba bly the most varigatcd system concept is th
one being integrated by Cox Broadcasting for iti
far-flung station operations. Tying together its vari
ous TV stations is a communications network that
ultimately connects to a host computer-a Honey-
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,. well 1648A-located in Atlanta.
111. The computer service is currently installed and
:·· operating at two Cox stations=-wsa-rv in Atlanta

''. and wnc-rv in Pittsburgh. Two non-Cox stations are1.,.'
also tied to the computer: KSD-TV in St. Louis

;; owned by Pulitzer Publishing; and Oklahoma Pub
G,, • lishing's WTVT in Tampa, Florida. These stations
1' receive the same services as the Cox stations and are

tied to the Atlanta computer via leased telephone
lines.

While the particular equipment at each station
can vary widely, they all have these clements in

'" · common: a Honeywell 316 mini-computer, Mem
orex printers, Hazeltine CRT displays, and standard
teletypewriters.

All participating stations arc serviced totally by
the Cox Data Systems computer receiving:
• Computerized inventory of spots.
• Computerized availabilities search and
Cally-produced availability submissions
gested schedules.
• Automatic preparation of confirmations including
modifications and changes of contracts.
• Sales analysis reports.

automati
and sug-
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Illustration from Grass
Valley brochure shows
typical coding used on
CRT display.

• Sales forecasts.
• Daily program schedules.
• Broadcast log processing.
• Film library inventory control-including feature
films, syndicated programs. commercials. public
service announcements. and promotional announce
ments.
• Invoicing and accounts receivable.

Subscribing stations can reap immediate benefit
in: improved sales. and traffic procedures with auto
mated program schedules and invoicing, automated
accounts receivable, reduction of overall costs, stan
dardization of clerical procedures. and better overall
control of the business of running a television sta
tion.

The Cox System is being developed to the point
where it can be totally tied to and integrated with
automated switching at each participating station
no matter what type of switching is used. \\'llC-TV.
mentioned earlier. is a Cox station that will use the
Grass Valley switcher. In Dayton. however, Cox
station WHIO-TV has installed the Virnax-Z? system
(Vital Industries). The Virnnx-Z? is discussed later
in this report.
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BIAS real-time system

BIAS (Broadcast Industry Automation System) is
a multi-station-service organization that is on-line.
Operated by Data Communications Corporation, the
BIAS network uses a Burroughs B3500 system lo
cated just outside Memphis. and is now linked by
leased phone lines to 12 television broadcasters all
over the country.

Early in 1971. WJ\IC-TV. Memphis, installed a
computer terminal in its traffic department and
went on-line with the computer center located 20
miles away. The terminal is a Burroughs TC 500,
and it maintains constant communication with the
computer. It provides the station with availability
information, spot confirmations, contracts, logs, sales
analysis reports. invoices, statements, aged accounts
receivable livungs. FCC reports, and all other re
quired operating documents.

To go on-line with the BIAS system, a station just
installs the already programmed terminal, hooks up
to a leased telephone line. and starts its own age of
automation.

One of the computer system's features is the way
it can rotate ads horizontally and vertically when
requested to do so. Availability information is in
stantly accessible. with the computer providing all
needed information within six seconds of being
queried.

Any changes in the program scheduling, such as
specials, prcsidcnrial announcements, special news
events. L'tC.. can be entered into the terminal as soon
as such information is available. New promotion
information, deletions and corrrcctions of old pro
mos. PSAs and IDs can also be entered at any time.

In addition to WMC-TY. other stations now sub
scribing to the BIAS system arc: KIRO-TY, Seattle;
KPIX-TY, San Francisco; KOU-TV, Albuquerque;
KSTP-TV. St. Paul/Minneapolis; KRNT-TY, Des
Moines; WREC-TY, Memphis; WURZ-TY, Baton
Rouge; WWL-TY, New Orleans; WAVE-TV,
Louisville: WESll-TV, Daytona Beach/Orlando; and
WURE-TY, Wilkes-Barre/Scranton.

All these additional subscribers for on-line service
has meant that Data Communications has had to
add another B3500 computer to its central facility.
In addition to real-time servicing of these 13 TV
stations. the computer center docs batch processing
for several furniture companies.

In a typical day's operations for any given station,
the computer prints out a conflict list; enters times
and deviations from previous day's log; makes en
tries to resolve conflicts; enters new promos, PSAs
and IDs: enters facility information for tapes, files,
ctc.; enters promos, PSAs and IDs for next day's
log; prints next day's log: enters changes in program
schedule for any time for next year; enters orders
with horizontal and vertical rotations; enters new
accounts; continues entering orders as needed;
prepares daily reports. The system also provides
sales analyses, prepares invoices, and handles all
other appropriate paperwork-all automatically.

The BIAS system now handles order entry and
inquiry work from 33 terminals. According to the
system operator, work is now completed for a system
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for radio stations and, in fact, one Memphis statio
is already using the new system.

Starcom goes on-line

One of the newest systems to go on-line is th'
much-heralded Sarkcs-Tarzian "Starcorn" televisio\
data processor, which has just been installed at thl
company's station, WTTY, in Indianapolis/Bloorr.
ington. The programs have been completed and thl
system is now being demonstrated at WTTV for pros
pcciivc system customers.

Starcom makes the original document, contract.
handling the sale of spot and program time, an/
performs such subsidiary functions as reportin
sales backlog, commercial instructions, etc. r

Its primary function is to expose the time avail'
able for sale, time oversold, and allow fo
rescheduling, since many subscribing stations wouh'
want to use rotating spots. The system provides fol
not only rotating spots within programs, but for rotan
ing entire programs and handling changing demo
graphic requirements.

The Starcom system can handle sales of blocks o
time, preferred times within specified blocks, pre
emptions, specified time slots.

As pointed out by Jim Moneyhun, manager o
S-T's Computer Service Department, "The systen
puts absolutely zero restrictions on whatever wih
things the salesman wants to sell. The system i
designed to operate functionally no matter how flui:
the sales department wants to get." The time can b
sold almost on a random basis, and the compute1

will put everything in order and chart availabilities
Audit functions of two kinds arc also handled b

the computer. It writes contracts and all deriver
paperwork, and indicates conflicts. Also, after th
final log is printed out, it runs a complete audit o
everything that has been reported, generating a daif
billing discrepancy report, showing all problems tha
may have occurred-extras, misses, and other sue
items. It is also the only system that permits thl
entry of new contracts covering time that has al
ready run-where spots have been requested bcfor.
the contract can be completed for one reason o
another.

Starcorn will do standard and calendar billing¡
with two invoice runs. It will also invoice on der
mand, so customers who want to be invoiced on
weekly basis can be serviced. To speed up receiv
ables, it automatically invoices all expired contracts
Thus, if a contract expires at the beginning of ,
calendar month, the customer will be billed immcdü
atcly instead of at the new billing cycle.

Other special features include log-generating fa
cility that will prevent such things as a wine com
rncrcial running back-to-back with an aspirin spol

The basic computer consists of twin IBI\
360/67s operating in dual configuation, and is lo
catcd in Boston. Station gear consists of mini
computer terminals made by Sycor. Terminal capac
ity ranges from 30 characters/sec. up to 301

lines/min.-depending on station volume require
men ts.
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he Starcom system includes the appropriate de
~1gn features for interfacing with automation equip
-ncnt whenever a station want-, to couple the sys
ems.

nether new specialized automation service i\
ocing offered by Broadcast Computer Services.
ascd in Colorado Springs, this newly-formed com

' outer operation i'.->programmed and structured en
.irely for the broadcast industry. The systcrns com
utcr- will handle on-line as well as batch processing
ipcrations.

If you are not ready to go the whole way

orne stations automate paperwork first: others
reel the programming must be automated ahead of
;vcrything else. For those in the latter category, a
rcw system from Vital Industries-the VIMAX-27-
may provide just the degree of automation they
require.

The basic automation system consists of a com
puter, keyboard, character generator, monitor, real-

-------- -~--=----

time clock. hard-copy log printer, and interface to
control the video-audio switcher and machines.
Switched equipment includes \TR". film i-Jands.
and cartridge tape equipment.

The bavic <yvtcrn can store the No«: On ...\ir
information and 27 full upcoming e\·ento;-ap
proximately une full hour of programming.

One event i-, defined a~ the information needed to
place 0,1 Air one program scgrncnt. Such an event
could be entered thi-, w av: "At 09:59:01 P\.I: Hold
ct work Video and Disvolvc in 2 seconds to a title

from Film Iviand I. with the Slide Projector into the
Network Video. Breakaway from .'\l·t11·ork Audio
with an Audio Segue to Cartridge Tape under the
Announce Booth. and change 3 slidl'' from the Cul·
vignal on the Cartridge Tupe, and print out a harJ
cop: of the event."

1"11c sysLL·m is organi/cd to be programmed by
exception. The most-u-ed functions arc assumed to
bl· nor111~1I.<uch a<, audio íollo« ing the video source,
and the· new event is to be a cut or an instant direct

A view of the master
control room at WLWD,
Dayton. Ohio (an Avco
station). Note the
Vital Industries' automation
system on the extreme
right of the switching
console.

Close up of the Vital
Virnax 27 console Tile 27
events that this system
nandle s are more
than adequate for WLWD's
clue! engineer, Harold
Thorn pson.
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take. With this system, the needed entry is a bare
minimum. In the example just cited, Net and Time
were all that were needed for the full event.

Information with the system is stored in a non
destructible core'. memory and an automatic memo
ry-protect circuit is built in to preserve the program
during turnon /turnoff and during power failures.
It's poxxiblc to make program corrections at any
time before'. actual On Air switching. Program chan
gés can be as extensive as removing complete events
or inserting new events in the middle of a pre-loaded
program, or as minor as a source change-which
alters only one character in the event.

The system is designed to be obsolescence-proof.
Major modifications to the system can be made by
simply changing the software. 1f a format change is
needed, or the time of a machine prcroll is needed,
a punched tapé can be fed into the terminal for
reprogramming. A complete format change requires
2 V2 minutes.

Semi-automatic broadcasting of break material:
The Ampex ACR-25cassette broadcast videotape
recorder/ player holds up to 24 cassettes that can be
player manually, semi-automatically, or automatically.
The unit pictured is the first of its kind to be
delivered. It's at KTEW,Tulsa, Oklahoma.

WJAR-TVChief Engineer Philip B. Taylor demonstrates
the operation of the station's RCATCR-100
cartridge videotape machine to Robert Crehan,
v-p and g.rn. Taylor believes that a cartridge
or cassette videotape machine is the wisest
improvement that can be made in existing facilities.
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By adding the Edit system, the automation ¡
expanded throughout the total TV plant to includ
traffic and scheduling departments. Total capacity e
direct on-line programming events to master contrc
is more than 600, or greater than an entire day·
programming.

Complete days and weeks of programming sched
ules can be prepared and stored in advance. At th
time the schedule is prepared, a hard copy of tht
schedule is automatically typed for distribution. Th
complete advance schedule is always available fo
recall for any needed changes or corrections. ''

The Vital system can be interfaced with tot
system automation such as in the Cox Data Syste~
setup, where several different technical automation'
at different subscribing stations arc all tied into th
same central host computer. This way, actual pet
formance data is made a part of the computer'
memory as soon as a spot goes on the air, anr
appropriate paperwork can be produced. 1
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.·
-, i/ideocassettes and videocartridges-

oartial automation

A key element in some of the new technical auto
nation systems-or a substitute for full automation
s the videocassette (Ampex) or videocartridge

" (RCA) machine.
Television station KTEW in Tulsa, Oklahoma,

• .tarted semi-automatic broadcasting of its commcr
.ials and promotional spots on June 28. The station
vas the first in the world to place in operation an
Ampex ACR-25 cassette broadcast recorder /play
.r,

); The ACR-25 utilizes a permanent rotating carou
,' .el that holds 24 tape cassettes, each of which stores

rp to six minutes of recorded material. When the
.,. cassettes have been loaded into the carousel, they

nay be selected individually or programmed as a
~.••group via a control panel which offers the flexibility

)f push-button selection. While one cassette is play
ing, the next is in the ready position in the ACR-
25's second transport.

Operation may be completely automatic, semi
automatic, or manual. The Ampex cassette record
~r/player may be interfaced with a computer for
unattended operation.

At present, KTEW uses the ACR-25 in its semi
automatic mode. Incoming tape commercials and
spots are transferred to cassettes, each of which is
assigned an appropriate place in the carousel. As the
first recorded cassette is playing, the next is ready to
play, and a third is being selected by the operator.

One of the benefits of the ACR-25 is the elimina
tion of many manhours previously required to re
cord the break material for long program segments

•'I 'of the broadcasting day.
Wally Dunham, KTEW assistant general manager,

said, "At present, we're just in the first phase of
sing the ACR-25. We don't intend to rush into

certain areas without adequate experience, but our
plans do call for eventual total utilization of the
unit's capabilities.

"Even with our limited exposure, we can see the
potential of the ACR-25 in two distinct areas. For
airing commercials and other short duration materi-
al, we can now state that it's simpler, cuts down on
programming time, and lends a versatility not pos
sible with an ordinary videotape recorder. Second,
we're looking forward to a day in the not too distant
lfuture when we can use the ACR-25 as a production
ttool. We're probably the busiest commercial produc-
tion center in the Tulsa area, and we expect the
cassette recorder/player to expand our capabilit-
iies," Dunham concluded. .

Prior to acquiring the ACR-25, assembling break
material for 90-minute videotape shows was a
tremendous chore. It took one man eight hours each
day just to record the material in proper sequence
Ion videotape. During broadcast of a movie, all three
1of the station's Ampex VR-1200 videotape recorders
were at work, leaving no available machine for
backup and production. Jn effect, the ACR-25 frees
lone recorder for other use.

KTEw's engineering staff has also given the AC~-
125 high marks. John Barth, chief engineer, said,
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Software Problems Likely
We've tended to look at computer automation
through rose-colored glasses in this report. Prob·
lems in software are likely to appear and a pro·
gram will have to be debugged. R. A. Buhr, Carlton
University, Ottawa, told users at the SMPTE llüth
Technical Conference to specify precisely what the
system should do or the software programmer is
likely to trip up somewhere along the way.

"This part of our operation has substantially im
proved with addition of the ACR-25. Reliability of
the unit impresses us. KTEW averages 120 commer
cials a day during the week and 150 on a weekend,
so reliability is extremely important."

A station completely sold on the use of cartridge
video players is WJAR-TV, Proviclcncc, Rhode Is
land. Phil Taylor, chief engineer. says videotape
cartridge equipment offers "potentially more return
on investment than any other improvement that
can be applied to an existing facility."

The station has an RCA-TSA-3 ten-event se
quential machine and switcher control and, after
the preroll is initiated, a timer will automatically
"take" audio and video on air at the proper instant.

Since the timer for on-air switching of film
projectors was set for three seconds after preroll,
it was decided to handle videotape cartridge in the
same way as far as preroll was concerned. This is
easily accomplished with the RCA machine as it has
an adjustable timer for starting the machine from
the remote location which will roll the videotape
cartridge at a predetermined interval after the remote
start switch is closed. (At the machine. prcroll is
always two seconds.) This greatly simplifies pro
duction and accuracy of performance as there is
only one preroll time for all clements that are to be
aired and it is not necessary for the operator to con
sider differing preroll times.

Videotape cartridge equipment will interface well
with nearly any imaginable existing control room
facility, whether there is a manual, semi-automatic.
or fully-automatic operation. Because it is unneces
sary for an operator to "set up" each tape before it
is played, the rendition is virtually as good as the
original material for play after play after play. (The
fact that the tape itself is not handled by personnel
greatly adds to its life and to head wheel life.
Scratched or otherwise damaged tape is truly a
rarity.)

The use of videotape, especially for spot an
nouncements of various lengths and types, is grow
ing at an ever-increasing rate. Thus it has become
necessary to spend increasing numbers of man hours
(often in overtime) to dub material onto master
reels in groups or clusters in order to keep videotape
machines free for production of new material. News
casts, with much of their story material on tape from
network or other news services, have become virtual
nightmares to produce. Labor can become a sizable
cost under these conditions. Taylor feels one car
tridge videotape machine can effectively replace four
reel-to-reel videotape machines as far as spot load
and most production problems arc concerned. BM/E
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10 KW TUNGSTEN-HALOGEN LAMP.

100

80-~o
;;; 60
zw
~ 40
::::i
_J

20

I

10 KW INCANDESCENTLAMP.

If you've ever watched those l»
fat incandescents deteriorate, Y'
know what a big, fat pain-in-the-ne'
that is. Their lumen output sinks a~
their color temperature drops, as ti
graph shows.

Now Sylvania tungsten-halog'
lamps have come to the rescue.

They don't blacken with age, >
light output and color temperatv
don't go into a slump.

That means you don't have toke'

TUNGSTEN-HALOGEN LAMP

INCANDESCENT LAMP

o
o 100 200

HOURS
WE'VE CONQUERED THEDROOP.
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HOURS LATER.

10 KW TUNGSTEN-HALOGEN LAMP. 1O KW INCANDESCENT LAMP.

HUiingwith the studio lights or cam
'.tt~settings. You get constant color
·¡. ··~dition on color film and save
r1neyon print correction.
fungsten-halogen lamps outlast

f'' tl. incandescents 2-to-1 . (Or even
3o-l, since you may have to throw

t·' •8;aytheblackened lamps before they
¡t tnk out.)

Then there's size. Why should any
e want big, heavy glass balloons
en he can have nice, slim little

lamps that are easy to handle and
store?

We've developed two complete
lines of Sylvania tungsten-halogen
lamps.

The first is a line of direct replace
ments. These lamps fit into the big,
old sockets vacated by the big, fat in
candescents.

The second is a line of even smaller
tungsten-halogen lamps that you can
use to replace our replacements once

Circle 114 on Reader Service Card

(fj i#t SYLVANIA

you've gotten rid of the old sockets
and fixtures. They fit into entirely
new, smaller, more efficient fixtures.

Ask us about both our lines. Right
away.

Before another 70 hours go by.
We'll be glad to send you an illus

trated brochure on each line. For
your copies, write: Sy/Fania Lighting
Center, Danvers, 1\!Ja.1·s.01923
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Compact Video's Compac
Trucks Take Product
Alie Id
With Compact Video's mobile studio small trucks, you
can go just about anywhere and do a studio-grade video
production job. The marker says they will save you
60 percent in production costs, and increase production
40 percent, as compared with the large mobile studios
commonly used.

THE HEAVY DEMAND for easier, quicker "on loca
tion" production, with the "realism" it gives TV
material, inspired the development of mobile TV
studios-on-whccls by Compact Video Trucks of Bur-

Camera-studio truck operating with camera on roof,
another on open rear platform. Complete control studio is
inside roofed part of truck. Power truck can be
seen in background.

40

bank, California. Aiming for very compact, easily
operated units that get into action quickly, Compa
built the studio into a van-type vehicle with a
overall length of 20 ft 2 in., and the power suppl
into another truck only 16 ft overall.

The studio van carries two Norelco PCP-71
cameras, either of which can be hand-held, or sho
from a base on top of the van, or mounted on
tripod for off-the-van use. Cameras feed an Ampe
VR-3000 highband color VTR. Sound is recorde
on two Nagra 4L sync recorders.

There is a generous complement of switching an
signal processing equipment including: Grass Valle
SE-2 special effects unit, chroma key, and sync gen
erator; Tektronix 520 Vectorscope and two 52:
Waveform scopes; Conrac monitors. On the audi
side there is a CTV-6 six-input, two-channel mixer

The unit comes supplied with a large cornplemen
of microphones, tripods, camera heads, camera ac
cessories, about 3000 feet of mike cable in vario
segments, several walkie-talkies, power megaphone
and director-stage manager-audio-camera cornmuni
cations system.

The power van carries an Onan 5kw power plan
and a Colortran electrical lighting system, "C'
through "L"; scrims, barn doors; lOOOw 32001
quartz lamps; and much other gear for locatio
lighting.

Compact Video claims that their miniaturizatio
and rationalization of the production process hav
resulted in a savings of up to 60 percent and outpr
increases of up to 40 percent, as compared with th
much larger mobile studio rigs that have been com
monly used. They say the cameras can be adjuste
electronically on the way to the location, leaving
set-up time, barring unusual circumstances, of n
more than ten minutes. The trucks are rugged an
comparatively light, can go on back-country road
that the very large trucks can't negotiate.

All right, TV-men, where do you want to shoot
BM/l ¡,

SEPTEMBER,1972-Bll.tf>
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Control and monitoring equip·
ment fills forward wall of
truck cabin in back of driver.
Operator sits with back near
studio doors.

,

r.'. l~ ._d .._,._.
. ~ocation shoot with Compact Video's mobile studio and camera on tripod away from truck.

·" 1>cenewas for one of TV series, "Imagine That."

SE'PTFMBER,1972-BM/E
:''!
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Cartridges
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I Loi 01Station Operators
on'I Realize They Have
Stereo Phase Problem!

y George E. Riggins

ore on the stereo phase problem from a
sape equipment supplier and rebuilder who has had
n1llentyof experience on the firing line.

VERAL RECENT ARTICLES in BM/ E on the phase
oblem in stereo tape cartridges hit an area in
hich I have had plenty of experience. ln working
ith and talking to many engineers and program
irectors, I've discovered that a lot of them are not
ware what the phase problem is in stereo carts,
rhat really causes it to happen, or what the results
•re.
I can recap it this way: If the tape skew in

ilayback is different from the skew in recording,
here will be a phase shift between the two channels
hat in small amounts can mess up the mono
1.summed) signal and in very large amounts may
lso degrade the stereo signal. Many operators know

1 hat their mono signal often doesn't sound good
vhen derived from a stereo cart, but they don't
now why or what to do about it; they simply stop

1 tl naking commercials or IDs, etc., in stereo.
One way it often happens is that the cart is

~r. Riggin~ op~rates Riggi_ns Electroni~ Sales, Long
~each, California, a supplier and repairer of sound
quipment for broadcasters.

recorded on a machine with two heads, record and
play, but is played back on a machine with one
head. Very slight differences between the two ma
chines in tape tension. tracking. and azimuth align
ment can make a damaging phase shift. Very care
ful maintenance would be required to keep both
machines lined up on the nose. and many station
operators don't know they need it. This problem is
likely to come up whenever a cart is recorded on one
machine and played on another.

The equipment manufacturers, generally speak
ing, have not made it easy for us. They all go to
great lengths to make the head assembly rigid and
adjustable. All use tape guides to try to compensate
for slignt differences among the carts. But, except in
a few cases in which the guides arc integral with the
heads, none of the guides is adjustable. We can
adjust the head for elevation. but not the guide.

What is the engineer supposed to do if. as has
often happened to me, a guide is too high. too low,
or out of tolerance-say .240 inch instead of .248 to
.250? An expert rebuilding job has to be clone in
many cases. Station personnel may or may not be
equipped to do this. but at least they should know

NONO HE/10 '} íRACK HE/10

rn f- I
.240
_1_ :

T
./00</JDi

fJl4r 1.1~1~
T
:250
Tl'PE
_i_

.a:J?

;1/0T 7lJ SC/IL&
,o,

Cartridge head dimensions (from Nortronics' catalog)
show that slight misalignment could wreack havoc.
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*
*New low costdigital

multimeter$299
• 26 ranges to measure ac/dc voltages from 100 microvolts
to 1200 V, ac/dc currents from 100 nanoamperes to 2 am
peres and resistance from 100 milliohms to 20 megohms.
• Guaranteed to stay within specifications for one full year.
Fluke gives you the best specs and strongest warranty on the
market today for the lowest cost of ownership ever. • Wide
choice of options including rechargeable battery pack, digi
tal printer output, deluxe test leads, high-voltage probe, RF
probe, 200-amp ac current probe, carrying case, dust cover
and rack mounts. • Unique self-zero feature eliminates off
set errors.• Rugged high-impact case with securely mounted
internal electronics. • Service centers throughout U.S., Can
ada, Europe and Far East for 48-hour turnaround repairs.

IFLUKEI P.O. Box 7428,
Seattle, Washington 98133.

Get all the details from your nearest Fluke sales office. Dial
toll-free 800-426-0361 for address of office nearest you.

accurate measurement of
the fourth dimension ,
Standard Electric Time has developed
nd manufactured units for the precise
l_t!_asurementof elapsed time since

1~. These panel mounted or portable
unit\ are available in several models
with accuracies to plus or minus one
milJise'bond. They can be connected to
electric~,or electronic circuits for
remote start, stop and reset.
For full details request catalog 261.

PANEL MOUNTED

Scale
Model Dlvl1lon1 Totollze1 Accuracy

PORTABLE

S-100 1/5 see. 6000 see. ±.1 sec,
S-60 1/5 sec. 60 min. ±.1 sec.
SM-60 1/100 min. 60 min. ± .002 min.
S-10 1/10 sec. 1000 sec. ± .02 sec.
S-6 1/1000 min. 10 min. ± .0002 min.
S-1 1/100 sec, 60 sec. ±.01 sec.
MST-100 1/1000 sec. 6 sec. ±.001 sec,
MST-500 1/1000 sec. 30 sec. ±.002 sec.

I~STANDARD
ELECTRl.Q_ TIME
DIVISIONOF JOHNSON SERVICECOMPANY

Circle I 17 on Reader Service Card
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that the problem exists.
Beyond that, the manufacturers give little in

formation on guide adjustment. Even for the crucia
azimuth adjustment, which is basic to proper phas,
performance, there isn't enough information. Sorm
engineers tell me they have been instructed to use ;
mono alignment tape to set the stereo heads. Refer·
ring to Figure 1, we sec that a fu/I-track alignmen
tape, loaded into the cartridge, will allow the engi
nccr to find the best compromise between track .ft
and track B adjustment, which is basically what h1
is after. But most engineers reach for a mono car
alignment tape, which is a half-track tape. We cat
observe that the alignment signal doesn't quite read
the middle (cue) track on a stereo cart, much les:
track B. So we are aligning only for track A! :
haven't seen any manufacturer maintenance in·
formation on this problem, and need real stan.
dardization of alignment tapes, which we certainlj
haven't got now.

How do you best read out the alignment signals'.
You can use a meter or scope; the most accurate
method is a scope with identical horizontal and ver·
tical amplifiers. This way you can quickly check th¡
phase angle between the two tracks at several Ire.
quencies.

Here are some results I got which will give ar
idea of the magnitude of the phase shift problem:

1. A 1O-degree shift at 7000 Hz brought no ap
preciable loss in a summed signal until past 16,00C
Hz.

2. A 90-degree shift at 7000 Hz brought a loss ol
1O dB at 10,000 Hz and 20 dB at 14,000 Hz.

3. A 150-degree shift at 7000 put the 10 dB Jos¡
at 6000 Hz and the 20 dB loss at I0,000 Hz.

4. A 180-degree shift at 7000 Hz gave significant
audio loss starting at 4000 Hz and a 35-dB loss al
7500 Hz.

Items 2, 3, and 4 are very serious results because
a large part of the FM audience is using monc
equipment, and there are increasing numbers of
mono FM receivers in automobiles; and also be
cause very small azimuth errors or skew can pro
duce phase differences of this order.

Some cart makers have given us the adjustable
corner post, which is a big forward step. It takes a
load from my shoulders when I am rebuilding carts.
I have seen every conceivable kind of cart gremlin.
There are no magic tricks in my tool box. I simply
try to treat each misalignment as it comes.

That is essentially what the station engineer has to
do, once he understands the problem. He may be
hampered by old equipment, no repair or replace
ment budget, no time, etc., but it has been my
experience that if he does his absolute best with
what he has, he is in a strong position when he asks
management for more repair money or a new cart
machine.

On behalf of the manufacturers, I want to say
that most of them are trying to do a good job within
the price station operators are willing to pay for
carts. I hope, though, that this article helps to stir up
discussion of the phase-error problem; it won't get
solved until all of us learn more about it. BM/E

\
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Now, for the first
time, commercial
equipment can pro
duce video -to -film
transfers of a quality
formerly obtainable only in the laboratory.

That's the 3M Color EBR
System-theresultof 12years
ofresearch and The 3M
development
bythecompany Color
that pioneered Electron
electro~ beam Beant

Fi~íd:-;r;;~~e~~dd1~~ckedRecording
by an unmatched depth of Syslent.
expertise, the 3M Color EBR System brings
new picture fidelity
to the motion picture
and television indus
tries. Contact 3Mfor
the full story.

ill I Tape-lo-Film Transfer al Its Finest.
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Superior Film Transfers.
The 3M Color EBR Systemutilizesdirect electron
exposure to produce video-to-film transfers that
are superior to those made with CRT /Optical
recorders

Working in real-time,our EBR Systemprovides
black-and-white film separation masters directly
from the live or taped NTSC video signal in a
single pass There are no optics, phosphors or
CRT faceplates to degrade image quality.

The resulting positive color prints or interneg
anves consistently exhibit true color saturation
and freedom from "color crosstalk", have accu
rate image reqrstrauon, high resolution and low
noise, and are free from mid-held splice, shutter
bar and other frame rate conversion anomalies
The 3M Color EBR System provides you with

video-to-hlm transfers as close to perfect as is
possible today

Electron Beam Recording.
3M's electron beam recording technology ha.
been field-proven in many commercial and spec
imaging applications It now brings true colo
fidelity to video-to-film transfers.

Color prints are produced by the three-colo·
separation process, with the separation master:
recorded on high-resolution bleck-end-whik
16mm film
The NTSC video signal - live or taped - isele

Ironically decoded into its red, green and blu)
components. Theseare stored parallel on a vide
disc, then played back sequentially for recordíno

The interlaced fields thél
make up a te levisio
frame are recorded du
inga single raster scanb
deflecting the electro!
beam between two adj1
cent line positions at a I!
MHz rate and synchn
nously switching tb
video signal between th
two interlaced fields Th
image corresponding 11
each color signal is ri¡
corded on a separa!
frame of film by the SUI
cessive frame color pro
ess,a process known fo
its superb color qualit
A television monitor an•
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1.reform monitor permit the operator to elec
mically make all necessary video adjustments
:!ii calibrations prior to recording.
leal-timeoperation is achieved in the 3M Color

::'.=i. System by recording on film moving contin
\tlsly,rather than intermittently A servo film drive
riesregistration accuracies of the separation
gesconsistently better than O 000 l inch (a frac

ÍCI of a TV line on the 16mm format used) The
hi'drive is designed to be the simplest and most
roble ever to be used for television recording.
~olorregistration is inherent in the EBR record

m process because all images are recorded by
<sameelectron beam on the same film. Any shift
ime image position. whether due to the record
m process or film shrinkage, affects all colors
eually: it does not disturb their registration.
vfter the separation film is recorded. it is devel

oedby normal black-and-white processing, then
cded into the step printer A great deal of versa
:ily is possible, because the separation film may
brecorded asa positive or negative. The printer

SEPARATIONMASTER COLORNEGATIVE

OPAO UE
SEGMENT

camera may be
loaded with any
standard l 6mm
internegative or
positive color
stock (35mm op
nonal)

The printer
automatically ex
poseseachframe
of the color film
to the red. green
and blue sepa
ration images
through arotating color filter.The three colors may
be individually controlled. permitting optimum
color balance in the final print.

For sound recording. a signal is available from
the Color EBR System for synchronization of an
external sound recorder An electronic "sync
mark" is recorded on the separation master him
and on the sound negative.

The final film produced by the 3M Color EBR
Systemhasthecolor quality of theseparation proc
essplus the control and image excellence of elec
Iron beam recording.

System Features.
• True saturated colors. no color crosstalk.
no color fringing

• Superior image quality.
• One-pass. real-time recording
• Inherent color reqistretron
• Independent control of color balance
• Precise operator control of separation expo
sures. focus. sizeand lineerity without test hims

• Low cost him and processing
• Archival separahon master not subject to color
dye fading

• Perfect interlace assured by simultaneous even.
odd held recording

www.americanradiohistory.com
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General Specifications
EBR Recorder.
Film Transport: Film maqazme. film cham
ber and mecherusrn operated Ill vacuum
ontinuous motion film dnve locked to

mcormnq TV sync 72 frames/secan
Film Magazine: 3300' coaxial meqazine
conterns both supply and take-up reels
Recordmq time 30 mill (4 7 mil base)
Vacuum System: Fully Interlocked for
loss of power and film runout

r Electron Source:
.._'·· I' a Tungsten fila-

ment replace
ablemapprox-
irn e t e l y 10
mill (war
ranted life
300 hours)
Focus:
Electro
magnetic,
monitored
by second
ª r y em 1 s-
sion direct

y of meoruhed test

r- ~,-..
- 'I- ~I .

1-----~Lf._;...:.

pattern surfac
Beam Current Control (Exposure): Servo
con trolled at TV hne rate and monitored
y waveform morutor

Spot Wobble: 15MHz sernphnq rate
Input: NTSC composite video or sepa
rate sync O 6 to l 4 volts peak-to-peak
Dual Gamma Amplifier: Independent set
up for positive or negative recordmqs
Adjustable break pomts for proper gray
scale Ill the developed film

EBR Printer.
Projector Lamp Type CTT, 1000 watts
Printmq Speed 4 2 frames color film/
second
Projector film capacity 3300 ft. 16mm
furn (4 7 mil base thickness)
Camera film capacity. 1200 ft 16mm film
Optional Interchangeable 35mm camera
with 1200 foot capacity available

Support.
Ideally, the operator of a Color EBR Sys
tem should be familiar with televrsion
recordmq techniques, experienced Ill op-

ou t '.MF, •\.(Ml 37:?

eretinq sophisüceted electronic equip
ment and 111 photographic processing. If
this combinetron of
xpenence is not

readily available,
Mmcorn offers vari
ous tr airunq pro
_rams Further í n
Iorrne tion is avail
able through any of
our branch offices

A planned mam
tenance program rs
available through
the Mmcorn field
service orgarnza
non The irnuelmstel
letron of the Color
EBRSystem ismade
with a factory enqineer and a held service
enqmeer present Informal treirunq of the
customer operators is given dunng the
Ills tallanon

he Color EBR System is available on
direct sale, lease or a conditionel sale
basis For further techrucel and salesinfor
mation contact one of our branch offices
Demonstration hims are available

Sales/Service Facilities:
LECTRON BEAM PRODUCTS
INCOM DIVISION, 3M COMPANY

300 South Lewis Road
Camarillo. Cehíorrne93010
Telephone(805)482-19! I
MINCOM DIVISION. 3M COMPANY
4701 Lydell Avenue
heverly Industrial Center

Cheverly,Maryland 20681
Telephone (301)773-9033

ELECTRON BEAM PRODUCTS ~m
mincom Division ~comPANY

LITHOGRAPHED IN USA WITH 3M OFFS!
www.americanradiohistory.com
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lcissors work platforms allow work at
ieights up to 25 ft above the floor.
IS Model hydraulic platforms have

~2-in. railing, operate on 115/ 1/60
iower, and have duplex receptacle at
.he platform for power tools. Ecox
)MY ENGINEERING. 275

\fodulation meter covers AM and FM
iarrier frequencies from 6 to l 00 I
\1Hz. Model AFM3 is especially in
:ended for AM and FM on narrow
rand VHF/UHF mobile transmitters.
Five measurement scales range from
L to l 00 kHz for modulation of
30Hz to 15 kHz. Automatic level
control keeps output within 0.5 per
cent for input variations to 40 dB.
fHE LONDONCOMPANY. 276

Cassette maintenance kit has six items
for care of cassette recorders and
players. QM-I Kit includes a de
gausser, spray cleaner, head cleaner,
splicer, splicing tape, cotton wipers.
NORTRONICS. 279

Programmable tracking filter covers
20-to-1 frequency range, can be
phase-locked to input signal or ex
ternal reference. Models MBF-724
and SBF-721 have bandwidths and
auges programmable with DTL/TTL

SEPTEMBER,1972-BM/E

logic, zero phase error at center fre
quency. O. I dB amplitude error. band
widths to .O I Hz. skirts IO Hz wide
at 40 dB down with I Hz bandwidth.
UFADCORP. 280

Frequency synthesizer has 80-dB
signal-to-spurious ratio, I00-microsec
switching speed. Model I061 ranges
from 400 kHz to 160 mHz. with
levelled output from O dBm to +20
dBm, and 10 kHz (5-digit) resolu
tion. A search-sweep mode takes
resolution to 100 Hz, can be remote
ly controlled by a DC signal. There
are no front panel controls, though
they arc available as an option, as are
ten-digit resolution, internal frequency
standard, and phase-modulation capa
bility. $4700 up. GENERALRADIO.277

Video terminal controller provides
alphanumeric display at asynchronous
data rates to 1200 characters/ second.
plus full graphics, monochrome or

color. Model 206 comes with serial
or parallel R033- or KSR33-equiva
lent interface with RS232C. TTL, or
current-loop capability. Format is 80-
character. 16-line. with page or roll
mode switch selectable; built-in mem
ory conserves computer space. Deliv
ered plug-compatible. $945. ANN
ARAORTERMINALS,INC. 282

Audible VU meter provides audible
tones which indicate that program is
below. within, or above a 4 dB range
set by pushbutton. AVU- I I is pri
marily intended for the blind, but also
allows recording. broadcasting. and
sound system technicians to adjust or
monitor without watching meter. BPH
RECORDINGS,INC. 28 l

Trencher digs to six feet, up to 18
inches wide. Model R30 has 30 horse-

power. hydraulic control of all work
ing functions. 64-inch backfill blade.
D1TCH WITCH Div. OF CHARLES
MACHINEWORKS. 283

TV color monitor uses Trinitron tube,
Unimedia models have added direct
video conversion circuitry. power line
isolation. new mountings. UN1MEDl1\.

284

Universal DC line termination panel
facilitates remote control of two-way
radio base stations. Model LT-7 pro
vides all interconnect circuitary for
DC control. plus monitor and trans
mit relays. Input and output im
pedances arc 620 ohms. ALPHAELEC
TRONICSSERVICES. 285

Low-light-level TV camera uses a
wafer of silicon and vidicon electron
optic structure for a broad spectral
range. Model VCS-3000 operates at
as little as 0.001 foot-candle. has
electronically-controlled f/ 1.4. 25mm
iris lens for extreme light variations.
SANYOELECTRIC.INC. 286

Lever switches have two or three ac
tive positrons. two to eight poles.
Baton Lever series has new straight

lever arm for good sense of grasp.
and a positive "feel" at contact posi
tion. ALCO ELECTRONICPRODUCTS.

288

Dual-pin plug for matrix-board pro
grammers is available for shorting

49
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Replace
Mercury
Vapor
Tubes
Directly
with l__ll~.r_)

Wíl~~íl~~@~
Silicon Rectifier
Stacks!
Because ...
O Only non-encapsulated WILKIN

SON Silicon Rectifiers can be re
paired in seconds with low-cost
replacement diodes!

O Exclusive "GO, NO GO" indicator
automatically warns when the re
verse leakage of any diode is in
excess of 50 microamps.

0 Only WILKINSON Silicon Rectifi
ers are available in a complete
tube replacement range of from
866 to 8578.

0 WILKINSON Silicon Rectifiers
function in ambient temperatures
of from - 85 F to +158 F.

O No more filament heat and conse
quent filament burnout ... lower
power cost and reduced hum, too.

O No warm up time is necessary ...
instantaneous operation!

0 Just plug in WILKINSON Silicon
Rectifiers ... no re-wiring is
necessary.

0 Only WILKINSON Silicon Rectifi
ers are tully guaranteed and have
a safety margin well in excess of
tube rating.

For complete details write today to:

WILKINSON
ELECTRONICS, Irsc.

1937 MAC DADE BLVD. WOODLYN, PA. 19094
TELEPHONE 12151 874-5236 874-5237

Circle I 19 on Reader Service Card
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PRODUCTS

type and skip type pins. Pins are
silver plated (gold on order). SEALEC
TRO CORP. 293

Car player for eight-track cartridges
is 1 in. high by 4¥1 in. wide by 6V1
in. deep. one of smallest available.
Model TP-111 mini eight-track car
stereo has automatic and manual
track change. 3.8 watts per channel
outp ,n. power by 12-volt battery.
PIONEER ELECTRONICS. 295

New broadcast tape cartridge has
special braking to hold cue positions
in place. "guide by angle" system for

accurate tape motion over heads. pre
cision molded tape guides. Model A-2
meets all NAB specs and is available
in 12 different playing times from 20
seconds to I0.5 minutes. CAPITOL!
AUDIO DEVICES. 296

Telephone coupling transformers con
nect voice/ data modem equipment
to voice-grade telephone lines. Series
meets telephone company require
ments for data and voice access. in
cludes models for isolation. coupling,
hybrid. bridging, and holding. Distor
tion is 0.51:fc maximum over range
-45 dBm to .i,7 dBm. longitudinal
balance 45 dB minimum. M1cROTRAN.

300

Two-way AM base station provides
up to 6 channels in 118-136 MHz
range. Model APSB-330 has 30 watt

output, can be used on desk or table
top, or remotely operated from desk
microphone. Power can be 120/240
yAC or 24 voe. HALLICRAFTERS.

301

Ceramic power SCR's have high J2t
rating of 420,000 A~sec., and maxi
mum on-state current of 785 amperes.
Series 500PA "Hockey-Puk" SCR's ¡
have repetitive peak inverse ratings
from 50 to 600 volts, one-cycle rat- \
in gs of I0,000 amps surge current. I
Similar 550PA series rates Ft of I
500,000 A:!scc. and maximum on-state I
current of 865 amperes. INTERNA·¡
TIONAL RECTIFIER. 302

Channel amplifier/equalizer for use
in audio consoles has HF and LF cut I
and boost, HF and LF presence, all I
with high Qz low Q switching, plus
high-pass and low-pass filters, in a 12
in. X 1.8 in. unit. RUPERT NEVE INC.

303

Computerized mixing system is de
signed to be added to existing con
sole or mixer to provide completely
automated mix-down. "Cornpumix," 1
with ordinary multi-track audio re
corder connected, records in real-time
all fader and switch positions. These
arc converted to control voltages that 1

automatically reperform all mixing
and switching functions. Correction '

of any error can be made at any
time without affecting the rest of the
mix. Preceding mix is always re
tained. System also has six submixing
or grouping faders, and a master
fader. Standard 24 inputs; expand
able. QUAD EIGHT ELECTRONICS.

Solid-state circuit tester has 12 cur·
rent ranges starting at 1 microamp,

MA1í"~ Video Delay Lines

UN14t511VIDEODEL.AyUllllT

iii i .¡ 91180 40 20 10 5 FINE

~ .........•.._'""ti
(i~

Infinitely variable range of 10·165 ns. in
ns. steps. selectable by switches, with fine
trim of :±: 4 ns. by screw adjustment. cas
cade with fixed delay boxes of 50, 200. 500
and 1,000 ns. 75 \)-fully·equalized-inser·
lion loss .I dB. In service at all three net·
works, numerous stations.
Price $75.00 qty. 1·3. Try one at no obligation.
Complete literature and prices on video de·
lays (boxed and PCB modules)-pulse delays
-pulse cleaners for under- and over-shoot
low-pass video filters from
Bill Pegler 'phone (516) 628·8068

Television Equipment Associates
BOX 1391 BAYVILLE, N.Y. 11?09
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Remote broadcasts,
simplified.

The Bell System's new Voice
ConnectingArrangement, known asa
Voice Coupler, may not be the only
way to senda remote broadcast back
to the studio, but it is by far the

11 simplest.
Take that high school game

everyone's interested in:
When your announcer arrives,

the broadcast equipment is plugged
into a Voice Coupler provided by the
local Bell Company.

Thenall that is necessary is to
establish the call to the studio and begin the play-by-play.

It's all very quick and easy,and it's remarkably inexpensive
(the only charge is for that one phonecall).

Your local Bell SystemCommunicationsConsultant cangive
youthe details. Sowhynot call before your next remote broadcast?

AT&T and your local Bell Company.

• SEPllMBE"R, 1972-BM/E
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PRODUCTS

18 voltage ranges, I 00 mV to 1000
volts. and I4 resistance ranges. Model
666 has "drop-proof" construction,
FET input circuit with 10 megohms
impedance. diode meter protection.
temperature and frequency compensa
tion. $I 32.50. WESTON. 298
Dual-channel electronic switcher
allows rapid comparison of two signals
in 5 to 1000 MHz range. for testing
of active and passive devices. Model
255E mes pin-diode switch. can select
either channel or mix for dual-trace
oscilloscope measurements. External

switching rates arc 0.2 to 200 Hz; in
ternal sync, 5 to I00 Hz. 75 or 50
ohm input: BNC, TNC or F connec
tors. $260.00. KAY ELEMETRICS CORP.

299
Tone generator produces groups of up
to four tones for testing tone-selective
systems. Gertsch Model TG-1 can be
set anywhere in range from O to I O

console"8" CHANNEL
AUDIO CONTROL

B-800 series
the B-801 monaural

$2350
the B-802 stereo

$3200
B-803 dual channel

$2650
for complete information

please contact:
the Director of Sales

Dept B-80

MCJllf': t • MCMARTIN INDUSTRIES INC. 605 NORTH THIRTEENTH STREET:ir.1..ar in·oMAHA. NEBRASKA, 68102 TELEPHONE (402) 342-2753

-.--. ~:J•C
---

TREPACMODEL 553 A/V AUDIO/VIDEO
AUTOMATICLINEPROGRAMALARMsenses
variations of signal level, and provides
automatic control of alarm or other asso
ciated equipment. It eliminates the need
for continuous personal attention. The
unit is activated whenever the audio or
video line program level deteriorates be
low a preset threshold.
The output power "switches" either off
or on as desired when level drops for a
predetermined (adjustable) length of time.
In the absence of a signal, the unit will
"switch" off after a fixed duration. When
ever programming returns to its nominal
level, the output control instantly "switches"

on. All "switching" is done automatically.
Accurate time control predetermines wide
range of timing intervals available. The
time duration (or delay) is adjustable from
0.1 seconds to as long as 30 minutes,
depending on your application. There are
many more features that make the com
pact 553 A/V AUDIO/VIDEOAUTOMATIC
LINE PROGRAMALARMvaluable in audio/
video monitoring and control applications.
Write today for more information about
the 553 A/V and how you may obtain a
unit for free evaluation on your program
lines. WITHOUTOBLIGATION.

.(TREPA CJ: CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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SOLID STATE ELECTRONICSFOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS

30 W. Hamilton Ave., Englewood, N.J. 07631 • Phone: 201/567-3810
Circle 122 on Reader Service Card

kHz, with each frequency selectable
to O. I Hz with thumbwheel control.
Durations are calibrated; continuous,
burst, sequential, simultaneous, etc.
modes are available. Tone sequences
can be repeated indefinitely at pre
cise intervals. Frequency accuracy is
.005%. SINGER INSTRUMENTATION.

289

Dual-trace oscilloscope has simplified
operator's panel, with only four sig-
nal controls. Model PMJllO has 1

automatic internal circuits for DC
balance; level and stability for trig
gering. Selection of A, B, or both is

by input control switch; chopped or
alternate presentation is automatic,
depending on time base. Bandwidth is
10 MHz, sensitivity 50 mV/cm. Ten
times sensitivity magnification, and
five-times sweep magnification are
available. 500 volts peak input can be
accepted indefinitely. PHILIPS. 290

Subcarrier multiplex system adds up
to 24 voice channels or a 250 kilobit
data channel in the space above video
portion of a microwave or cable TV

channel. Model SBC-400 Voice-over·
Video Subcarrier Multiplex has modu
larized units for different configura
tions, works with any microwave or
cable TV link. COASTCOM. 297

Switchlights have rolled silver contacts
rated at 250,000 operations for logic
levels or I00,000 at 2 amps resistive
(30 VDC or 125 V AC). Monoform
series have wiping action and rotating
cam alternate action, single or dual
light, seven cap colors. $2.00. CLAIRE·
PENDAR Co. 291

continued on page 54
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ASTEST HANDLING SINGLE SYSTEM
OUND CAMERA IN THE WORLD.

nonSoundScoopic 200. A single system sound-on magnetic newsdocumentary camera.
signed for the TV newscameraman.Without compromise. Andwith features long demanded ...

FLEX VIEWING through a 135º rotating mirror LIGHT WEIGHT. 121bs.6 oz. Including bodywith
utter. No beam splitter. No loss of light at the film film chamber, lens, exposuresystem, sound headsand
sane. take-up spools.

ULLY AUTOMATIC THRU-THE-LENS
'ETERINGwith manual override control. Fstops visible
~theviewfinder. Instant open and return diaphragm
fast focusing.

LTER SLOTTED 12.5-75mm Canonzoom lens.
ter changeable in seconds.

GISTRATION PIN MOVEMENT.

ECTRONICALLY GOVERNED MOTOR.
uresaccurate sound speed.

ODULAR TWIN SOUND HEADS. snap in
d out in seconds.

LOWPROFILE bottom loaddesign for 200 feet
daylight spools. Shoot from cars, doorways... anywhere.

AND MORE. A 6 lb. 14 oz. over-the-shoulder
amplifier /camera power pack in a single unit. With
advancedautomatic gain control with manual override.
VUmeter. Dualmike input. And a fast rechargeable
battery that powersthe camera,meter and amplifier
through 4000 feet of film. Rechargesin under 5 hours.
Batteries interchange in seconds.
Featurefor feature, CanonSoundScoopic200 addsup
to getting the newsfaster than ever. Seeit in action at
your Canondealer. Orwrite us for more information.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MINI
"5" CHANNEL

ACCU-FIVE
$495

the compact
rack mount console

ideal for
CATV CCTV audio

for complete mtorrnauon
please contact

the Director of Sales
Dept B-5R

console
~Í..COol•iliJ- .•·---- • • • • • . .

I I:: 1:: 1:: · · 11111· ··•:------:.-__._-::-~-: :-~-: ·1::-1: .;...;.

ft ·e··tt· e e~·•·•
' > ~ ' I

' -J

D.
MCJl.lf': t • MCMARTIN INDUSTRIES INC 605 NORTH THIRTEENTH STREET

'lJ'..l.ar in·oMAHA NEBRASKA 68102 TELEPHONE 1402) 342-2753
Circle 125 on Reader Service Card

WANT ACCESS TO THE LATEST WORD ON
• CABLE TV
• INFORMATION SYSTEMS
• BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK?

Subscribe to BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS REPORT!
Covers systems planned or being built, local franchising, state and federal regula
tions, and financing. Twenty-four issues a year for $48. Send for sample copy!

Broadband Information Services Inc.
274 Madison Avenue, New York 10016 212-685-5320

Circle 124 on Reader Service Card

This Little Beauty Fills Your Needs
for a really low-cost waveform monitor

and a pu/se-cross monitor

(

WHY PAY SHOCKING PRICES FOR
ELABORATE UNITS WITH COSTLY
UNNEEDED FEATURES?

INVESTIGATE THE VW-0
AND THE PC-95.

·~
-·~

\...' ,,""';n::..-
,~-;:., ~· -4

~ \.' l..

REQUEST
BULLETIN

IBM-972 I

I Tltr1iAudio Products Box 921 • Beverly Hills
California 90213 U.S.A.

Circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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PRODUCTS

Color video monitors consist of
modified Sony Trinitron color receiv
ers. Models are available with 9-,
12-, 15-, and I 7 in. screens with

BNC looping input connectors, pow
er-line isolation. VIDEO AIDS CORP.
OF COLORADO. 278

Open-reel tape deck has three motors,
7 \/2 and 3~~ -ips speeds, pushbutton
controls. Model 407 A provides auto
matic reverse (with sensing strips),
sound with sound, sound on sound,
line and mike mixing. $459.95. As
rnocoxr. 292

Large "scoop lamp" is tungsten
halogen design for TV and movie
lighting. Model QIOOO/PS52/4 is
13 X 61/~ inches, has I000-watt rating,
is frosted, produces diffuse shadows.
It fits standard 16- or 18-inch scoop
reflectors and can be burned in any
position. Under $20. GENERAL
ELECTRIC. 310

CATV drop cables have 97% braid
shielding of copper-clad aluminum.
Braid-shield cables have copper-clad
steel center conductors, and are avail
able with solid or foam polyethylene
dielectrics, PVC or polyethylene
jackets, with or without integral steel
messengers; also in single or dual
construction, in RG-59, RG-6, and
RG-1 I sizes. CERRO WIRE AND
CABLE. 311

Bias tap allows introduction of DC
voltage on RF signal line with main
tenance of well-disciplined 50-ohm
impedance. Model FTP-07 mate
with BNC connectors, has 1.25/1
YSWR, and maximum insertion loss
of 0.5 dB. AMERICAN ELECTRONIC
LABORATORIES. 312

Zippertubing material shields cable
over full 360 degrees from RFI and
electrostatic interference. Type ZRP
SH is constructed flat; it is placed
around cables and zipped closed; it
can be unzipped at any time for ac
cess. Mate rial is 3-mil aluminum
foil laminated to 8-mil vinyl. Z1PP£R
TUBING Co. 313

SEPTEMBER, 1972-BM/E
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Yes, the APC-610 TELEVISION MASTER CONTROL SYSTEM is
fully automatic. Its memory never fails, it never presses a wrong
button. So no more panic, no more mixups.
The APC-610 family of automation systems by Central Dynamics
is a group of compatible, modular systems to meet your current
and future operating requirements economically, profitably,
efficiently, reliably.

APC-610 systems are designed to give
you the best possible ease of opera
tion, reliability and flexibility.

Up-to-date schedule and commercial
details - on terminals or printout

Schedule assembly, editing, mainte
nance, printing - on terminals or
high-speed printout

Audio/Video switching, projector and
tape control, assignment, logging

Reliable data communications with
Management Information Systems
on-line, tape or hard-copy

Event storage (fully accessible)
from 17 events to 365 days

No matter what your plans are for auto
mation, from the smallest multi-preset
to full closed-loop, multi-station control,
the APC-610 family can provide the total
package, tested and ready-to-go, at a
price that makes it profitable from the
first day.

• Sales' service

APC-610 modules handle:-

• Traffic

1• Technical
Operations

1• Communications

1• Data Storage

SEPTEMBrn.1972-BM/E

In TV station Automation, Central Dynam
ics is the unchallenged leader - more
installations - really working every day.

Why don't you give us a call to see how the
APC-61O system can be tailored to your
specific requirements?

1'JJili:'f !:~~:i:~~=us~:':~~~!~:S;3~"!"~
~ U.S.A -230 LIVINGSTON ST. NORTHVALE. N .J 076-1

Circle 127 on Reader Servico Card
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NEW

LIT
For copies of these literature offer
ings, circle number for appropriate
items on Reader Service Card.

Short-form potentiometer catalog
lists trimming, precision, conductive
plastic, and other potentiometers,
switches and multidials. Spectrol
Electronics. 200

Oscilloscope accessories, including
probes, camera systems, trolleys,
cables, plugs, etc., are described
in full technical detail, with charts,
application notes. Phillips. 201

Product bulletin shows automatic
dialing devices, from single ad
dress dialers to units capable of
66 eight-digit or 44 fourteen-digit
addresses. G-V Controls. 202

Catalog gives full technical data on
function generators, waveform syn
thesizers, digitally synthesized gen
erators. Exact Electronics. 203

VR-420 videotape recorder, a half
inch closed-circuit model, is cov
ered in new data sheet. Ampex.

204

A 30-page catalog shows RFI
shielding materials, including con
ductive gaskets, adhesives, and
compounds, and a conductive heat
shrinkable cable shield. Chomerics.

205

How to lay out an airlink CATV
system gets full explanation in book
let, including criteria for site selec
tion, antenna siting, power, and
other technical aspects, as well as
frequency requirements, cost fac
tors. Laser Link. 206

A 16-page catalog covers custom
van interiors and equipment for use
in customizing vans. Crown Steel
Products. 207

Miniature phone jack coupler is
subject of data sheet. Switchcraft.

208

Push-to-print recorder which makes
hard copies of voice-band-televi
sion, with a maximum frame. rate
of eight seconds, is described in
new technical data sheet. Alden
Electronic and Impulse. 209

Application bulletin for telephone
coupling transformers includes gen-

eral background on telephone line
characteristics, as well as on con
necting modem equipment or other
types through coupling transform
ers. Microtran. 210 1

Electronic editing systems for video 1

quadraplex recorders are described 1

in 12-page brochure, which in
cludes extensive general background 1

on electronic editing. Electronic
Engineering of California. 211

Audio/video receivers for feeding
TV monitors, CATV headends,
VTRs, etc., are the subject of a
new data sheet giving full technical I
information. Conrac. 212

THE

T
"Qualitv-Service

aná Price/"

Yes, quality, service and price
on CATV systems are the rea·
sons for Fort Worth Tower's po·
sition as the industry's leading
supplier. Experience gained as
a pioneer supplier of CATV en·
ables Fort Worth Tower to pro·
vide you with a quality produd
at a price that is reasonable
and attractive.

Take advantage of our experl
ence. For assistance in systems
planning, engineering and com·
plete systems quotations . . .

CALL OR WRITETODAY

COMPANY, INCORPORATED

P.O. Box 8597, f.ort Worth, Texas
(817) JE 6-5676

-Associated Companies
Tommy Moore, Inc.

Big State Engineering, Inc.
Tower Construction Finance, Inc.

Circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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his is the signal
for better performance
at a lower price*

DEM 911 Demodulator
in metal cabinet

Ihe Setchell Carlson Model Four IF stages· High RF
1)EM911 UHF/VHF televi- sensitivity- Low noise- Low
1ion demodulator is a mod- DEM911 RTDemodulator in chrominance/luminance
sstly priced, all solid-state dual rackmount contiguration delay difference• Full chro-
unit with many features and capabilities minance signal level • Regulated power
usually found in much more expensive supply • Exclusive Setchell Carlson UNIT-
models, and is the only one in its price range IZED® construction for easy maintenance.
Nith Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT). It pro- Available in several rackmount configura-
duces outstanding monochrome and color tions or attractive metal cabinet.
bícture quality due to the excellence of its BESTOFALL. ..the DEM 911 is priced under
oandwidth characteristics. Internal switch- $280.00*.
'ng for an external video/audio signal is
standard and makes it an ideal source for
broadcasting, CATV, and CCTV systems.
Every feature of the DEM 911 is engineered
in the Setchell Carlson tradition of quality:

Write or call today. We will send you com
plete information.

@) ~s~as~o~R~~F~u~12R~L~~o~P!~T~~
530 5th AVE. N.W ST. PAUL. MINNESOTA 55112

PHONE (612) 633·3131

Circle 131 on Reader Service Card 57SEPTEMBErl,1972-BM/E
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NEWS continued from page 12

scrts between local, i.e., non
cornpositc carnera or VTR signals
driven from a common sync genera
tor. But the big advantage of the
Quad Monitor system is that it can
handle four video signals being
driven by four difTcrcnt sync gener
ators at four different sync genera
tors at four different locations. For
example, the four segments might
include anchorman Cronkite in
cw York City, live video from the

Moon, a guest expert in Washing
ton. and video from Mission Con
trol in Houston. As you probably
noticed during Apollo 16, the four
way split is useful for such situa
tions where several people arc dis
cussing action occurring clscwhcrc
even at more than one location.

Just prior to the 1970 elections,
CBS production people asked Hy
Badlcr of the Studio Shows Division
if a four-way split screen could be
developed. The result was an array
of four Sony monitors which had
been physically modified so the pix
tube Iaccplatcs were as close to
gether as possible. While that ar-

rangcmcnt worked, it wasn't satis
factory. For one thing, there were
video level shifts from one screen to
another. The World Video monitors
and the plastic lenses have solved
the problems, and ele clamp circuits
hold video levels so the final trans
mitted picture is amplitude and
black-level constant across the en
tire frame.

Jn practice, one studio camera is
assigned to the Quad Monitor,
whose inputs arc crossbar-switched
in the control room. It's possible to
"take" the Quad Monitor camera,
putting all four pictures on the
screen instantaneously. It's also pos
sible for the cameraman to zoom in
any one of the four monitors, as a
production technique for getting
back to a single picture. Further
more, he can zoom in still farther
on a single monitor, thereby achiev
ing a blowup of a remote picture.
That is. suppose CBS is carrying
pool video and cannot order the
pool camera to zoom in. By using
the Quad monitor, the CBS director
can get a closer shot. Of course,
resolution is degraded clue to the
monitor-to-camera conversion, but
this can be tolerated briefly for a
special effect.

News In Brief
Eastman Kodak Co. is sponsor of a
five-part TV series, "The Life of
Leonardo Da Vinci." which began
on the CBS Network August 13 ...
SC Electronics of St. Paul has ex
panded into the Canadian market
by appointing Advance Industrial
Electronics distributor in Western
Canada, Whittaker Electronics in
Eastern Canada ... EIA reported
color sales to dealers up 21. I per
cent in first half of 1972 over same
period in 1971 ... and TVB says
that June advertiser investment in
network television was $121 mil-:
lion, up 7.9 percent over June
197 I.
Zenith Radio Corp. sold its as

sets, inventory and technology in
the night-vision business to a group
of former employees who set up as
Night Technology Corporation with
headquarters in Niles, lllinois ...
Dyma Engineering, Taos, New
Mexico, announced sales of its sec
ond-generation automated consoles
to KTRH, Houston; KFDI, Wichita,
and WBEN, Buffalo ... Jerroldl
Electronics obtained contracts from!
TM Communications for turnkey
construction of five Florida cablel
systems.

mixes beautifully

58

Compare
The SPART A AS40B
with any equivalent in price or capacity!

$1770

Eight Channels : : Fourteen Stereo Inputs : : Channel
Balancing : : Microphone 'Pan' Pot :: Identical Program
and Audition Line Amplifiers :: Precision Step
Attenuators Optional

(monaural A20B, 22 inputs, $1395.)

Circle 132 on Reader Service Card
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Office of Communication, United
Church of Christ and a number of
ffiliated groups in Boston withdrew
n objection they had filed with the
~CC to license renewal for WBZ-Tv;
riginal objection had been to al
eged discrimination in station's hir
ng, but groups were satisfied by
tation's showing of "improvement"
. . Hewlett-Packard will offer

bout 300,000 shares of its common
tock, proceeds to go to certain
eneficiaries of gifts made by David
ackard.
SMPTE will have a Technical

~onference at the Century Plaza
Iotel, Los Angeles, October 22-27.
vith five-day technical program and
2-booth exhibit area; info from 9
East 41 st Street, New York I0017.
.. CCA Electronics shipped four I
.W AM transmitters and related
tudio equipment to stations dam
.ged in floods: KKLS, Rapid City,
rlouth Dakota; WYPR, Danville, Vir-
1~inia;WLMD, Laurel, Maryland; and
WENY; Elmira, New York ... Wo
etco Enterprises, Inc. reported

• 1.1alf-year earnings up 21 percent to
2,795,538 on sales of $49,824,803,
P from $45,370,410 a year ago.
Ampex Corporation announced

he beginning of deliveries of the
'/'PR-7900 closed-circuit VTR with
ime base corrector, against an or-

der backlog of about $I million ...
Trans-World Communications, ho
tel tele-movie outfit, will install its
system in Rodeway Inns, a motor
inn chain with more than I00 loca
tions; and also in nine Loews Hotels
in New York, Florida, and Wash
ington, D.C. ... AEL Communica
tions Corp. appointed Southern
Telephone Supply Co., Atlanta, as
southeastern distributor.

Precise Power Co. of Bradenton,
Florida, manufacturer of frequency
precise rotating generators, bought
all the stock of Lampkin Laborato
ries, maker of frequency and modu
lation meters ... Office of Educa
tion, HEW, announced that more
than $4 million had been granted to
help establish or improve 33 non
commercial radio and TV stations.
bringing the total grants for the cur
rent fiscal year to $13 million, with
69 grantees.

People
Del Vaughn, news anchorman on
the CBS radio network. died June
26 when the helicopter in which he
was inspecting the flood areas in
Pennsylvania fell near Harrisburg.
Also killed were Sid Brenner and
Lew Clark, of station WCAU in
Philadelphia. and the pilot, Sam

Sedia ... Marshall Henderson has
been appointed midwest regional
manager and Robert L. Black man
ager of the Robinson, Illinois, cable
system of Cox Cable Communica
tions, Atlanta-based MSO .
James Hawley joins ADC Products,
Inc. as product manager for com
munications test systems: he was
formerly industrial marketing man
ager at Honeywell ... Peter Odell
will be manager of the new Cherry
Electrical Products subsidiary being
et up in St. Albans, England.
Murray Cunningham has joined

L-W Photo, Inc. of Yan Nuys, Cal
ifornia. as director of marketing; he
was formerly regional sales manager
for Bell & Howell ... Bob Inman
is the new assistant news and in
formation manager of WBTV, Char
lotte. North Carolina.

John Hokin was promoted to
sales manager of the Chicago office
of RKO Radio Representatives ...
Steed Richards will be associate
producer-director for Starr's Profes
sional Programming studios in Mi
ami, Florida.

James G. Babb Jr., has been
named vice president for television
of the Jefferson Standard Broadcast
ing Company, and general man
ager of that firm's Charlotte, N.C..
station, WBTV. BM/E

co1nputer
expert in

But we will be happy to give you a
thorough indoctrination on our

STARCOM TV data processing system
in an operating environment. No one can
touch Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., competence
and experience in television automation
by computer. We invite you to pick our

brains. Call Jim Moneyhun, collect,
to arrange a date. AC 812/332-7251.

WE DON'T PROPOSE
TO MAKE YOU
A BROADCAST

·EPTEMBER,1972-BM/E
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Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Bloomington, Indiana

~
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CROSSTALK

l'eedback on Videotape Editing Report

The July issue of BM/ E featured four
articles on videotape editing: an over
view: K rr.xs use of the Datatron sys
tem: a description of the SMPTE 80-
hit code. and the EECO system; the
role or the computer as represented in
the COL system.

This issue has drawn comment from
both readers and manufacturers. and
we present some of the reaction.
M ichacl Fisher or A BC comments on
a problem not covered: the need for
standards on interface equipment (see
letter). W. O. Fordiani of EECO is
perturbed over what he views as ex
cessive commercial ism in the KTLA

article and a possible misleading im
pression that might be gained (see
letter).

Another manufacturer. Dyna
sciences Corp .. was disappointed that
the issue did not discuss another class
of equipment which docs not use time
code generators but which docs con
tain a memory and control circuitry
to enter "starts" and "ends" for mate
rial to be inserted into the record tape.

This editor-programmer made by
Dynascicnces also controls the start
transfer point on the playback tape.
Both record and playback tape edit
points can be previewed before record
take' place. This equipment. priced at
$3000. may he all that an educational
or industrial tape producer needs. The
equipment works with one-half-inch
helical scan or quad machines. An
other source for a low-cost editor that
produces a transfer pulse is Video Aids
of Colorado.

Fisher on need for interface standards
"I have read with interest the various

excellent articles on videotape time-code
editing in the July issue of BM/E. I
am writing you this letter lo point up a
very real problem that exists in time
code editing. A production house or TV
station performs many types of editing
from simple inserts to complicated pro
gram editing. It will not be unusual to
sec one or more types of editors in the
same plant.

··A-, you know. all of the editing sys
terns control the videotape machine.
Each of the manufacturers of editing
equipments have what they call a ''VTR

60

Interface." These interfaces range in
price from several hundred dollars to a
few thousand dollars, and each one is
different. Just as our industry has stand
ardized on the S\1 PTE videotape time
code. there is a need for a videotape re
corder standard interface. Some of the
reasons for this standardization are: I)
The manufacturer could install the inter
face in the tape recorder while it is be
ing built; 2) videotape recorders may be
interchanged in a plant without rewiring;
3) the interface could be used on helical
or cassette machines; 4) with two or
more types of electronic editors, in order
to use any of the tape machines with
different editors, each machine will re
quire two or more types of interface
which is expensive and probably unre
liable.

"I would like you to publish t.his Jetter
to bring this problem to light and to get
the opinion of other electronic editing
users as to how and when we can adopt
a standard interface common to the
whole industry."-M.T.F.

Fordiani on possible misleading
impression

"As happy as we are to see BM/E's
July issue feature electronic editing of
videotapes. and the kind mention of
EECO's special commendation, we are
deeply distressed by certain general as
pects and specific inclusions that can be
very misleading to your readers.

"EEco·~ article was submitted on the
premise that the issue would feature the
basics of electronic editing without un
due commercialization. Our article is
not only obviously eclipsed by the ad
joining heavy product-selling copy, but
our product image is degraded by adver
tising-testimonial type copy.

"MO>l disturbing io us was the boxed
article on page JO attributed to Mr.
Silva. These comments seem to negate
EECO's capabilities with about 175
words. The EECO equipment that com
pares to the Datatron unit is not just
"early." it is three generations removed
from current EECO units.
"A normal reader's impression can 100

easily be that EECO pioneered elec
tronic editing. but dropped the ball to
"progressive" companies with new state
of-the-art capabilities. Actually nothing
could be farther from the truth. In elec
tronic editing equipment built for OEM
as well as EECO systems. our company
has: ... produced more electronic edit
ing systems that are now in successful

operation than all other electronic edit·
ing system developers combined; ...
produced the first units to use the
SMPTE Edit Code, and includes key
board entry, arithmetic-free, automatic
single-glide preroll parking (with "sitJ
down convenience" if desired). TTL/MS
and many other state-of-the-ants im-]
provements; . . . now offers the widest
selection of electronic editing equipment
on the market-including units that re·
liably synchronize two or more tapes
with either "drop frame" or "non-drop
frame" edit code formats which assure
edit scenes exactly as previewed, with ac
curacy to a single frame, and with easy
automatic sequencing.

"The editing of almost all major net«
work shows, as well as significant com
mercials, now use EECO-produced edit·
ing electronics.

"We hope that helpful, unbiased an·
alysis, that obviously won't appear in
brand advertisements, will appear in fu
ture editorial pages. For example one!
of the basic choices that future users
must make is between modular systems;
computer-centralized systems, and build
ing-block systems that can use either.
computer input, tape entry, rnernom
storage, or simple hand-set entry. There
arc specific advantages in favor of each
type of system and renders should ap
preciate a clear, unbiased view of these.
"We've also found that rnanv broadcast

people are not familiar with the basics
of the digital electronics used in elec
tronic editing. We are preparing liter
ature about the SMPTE edit code itself
as well as its applications in synchroniz
ing audio and videotapes.

"We'd certainly appreciate some con·
ira-action to what we feel is an unfair.
misleading, and harmful impression of
EECO and its electronic editing prod·
ucls."-W.O.F.

Editor's note: We obviously didn't as·
sume, as does Mr. Fordiani. that the
11or111alreader will conclude EECO
makes obsolete equipment. We thought
Mr. Silva's reference to an early model
clearly implied that there were later '
models using state-of-the-art integrated
circuits. Mr. Silva intended no testi
monial of Datatron, nor any knock of,
EECO-the material was written a.I
historical perspective. The Datatron
model became available in J 969 ana
was the first "second generation"
equipment available. BM/E
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R production eorvole' for $312 !

EPlEMBER, 1972-BM/E

Eureka! A complete remote and studio production console for a fraction
of what you'd expect to pay for a console with comparable features and
performance! Simply purchase a new Shure M675 Broadcast Master and
the extremely popular Shure M67 Professional Microphone Mixer. By com
bining these two units", you get inputs to handle microphones, turntables,
phone lines and tape machines - with cuing provision on line and mag
netic phono inputs. Result? A versatile low-noise, low-distortion broadcast
production console for in-studio, remote, and standby assignments; a
complete CATV console; a studio production console. All for $312! For
complete technical data, write:

Shure Brothers Inc., (ti
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204. '.JI
*Each model is also available separately: M67- $162 net: M675- $150 net.

Circle 135 on Reader Service Card 61
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MAZE CORPORATION
IS HAVING A

Maze Corporation keeps on making history as a recording and broadcast
equipment broker.
In late September, Maze will be moving into brand new offices and ware
houses. To reduce the high cost of moving a warehouse jammed full of
equipment, Maze will conduct a history making Warehouse Auction. Over
$100,000.00of used equipment such as Ampex VR-10008 VTR, Ampex Tape
Recorders, TV Mobile Van, Microphones, Transmitters, Cameras and many
more items will all go on the block on September 23rd. Write now for your
bid sheet and if for some reason you can't attend in person, you can mail
in your bids. Need a motel reservation or transportation from the airport
... Maze will make all the arrangements ... just let us know! Remember
... September 23.

COME AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR GIGANTIC
MOVING PROBLEM ... OR MAIL IN YOUR BIDS!

P. O. BOX 6636 BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35210 · PHONE (205) 591-480

Circle 134 on Reader Service Card

Need Timely
Election Returns?

You can have them, this campaign-with Datavision's
Model D-2400 Character Generator, at a fraction of the
price you'd expect to pay.

All the instant information features you want:
• 32 immediate title inserts
• Simultaneous 2-channel display
• Four-page memory
• Audio tape storage
• "Flashing" or "blinking" capability
• Two-speed horizontal crawl
• Large, readable characters

Model D-2400-From $4,500
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY!

For demonstration, write or call:

DATAVISIDN, INC.
2351 ShadyGroveRoad

Rockville,Maryland20850
301/948-0460

Circle 131>on Reader Service Card
62

• Tape
Cartridges

'ª''.";--·;•¡ ...;¡f.
',' ' tei';,";. ·.J.1_ c.".• ~,r ,~• I

i'·,'. ~ !w,1
All lengths and sizes stocked - fast
service - highest quality
Series Unit
Type Time at 7!12ips Price
300 20 sec. (13') S 2.00
300 40 sec. (25') 2.05
300 70 sec. (44') 2.10
300 100 sec. (63') 2.25
300 140 sec. (88') 2.35
300 3!/2 min. (132') 2.50
300 5!12min. (207') 2.90
300 8!12min. (320') 3.70
300 I0!/2 min. (394') 3.90
300 empty cart. 1.60
600 16 min. (600') 6.25
600 empty cart. 2.80
1200 31 min. (1163') 10.45

Also: DL cartridges (for Spotmaster
delay machines), bulk tape, tape-tags
and other accessories.
ANY ASSORTMENT-NO MINIMUM ORDER

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
AFllmw•v• Comp•ny ----

8610Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910
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IBM/E CLASSIFIED MARl(ETPLACE
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $22.50 per inch lx; $22.00 per inch 3x; $21.00 per inch 6x; $20.00
per inch 12x. ALL OTHER CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 25¢ per word; minimum $3.00. BLIND BOX NUMBER:
No extra charge. Replies sent to address berow will be forwarded to you. PAYABLE IN ADVANCE; send
check with order. CLOSING DATE: 5th of 2nd month preceding issue date.

BM/E, Monterey and Pinola Avenues, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. :7214 Phone 717 /794/2191

HELP WANTED
VIDEO ENGINEERS

International positions
One of the world's leading manufacturers of
V equipment is offering excellent overseas
ositions. Must be completely familiar with
olor TV. digital control is optional. Should
De willing to re-locate overseas in some of
Europe's most exciting cities. Multi-language
capability preferred. All replies strictly con
fidential. Send resume and salary req. to
Box 972-1, BM/ E. Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.
7214.

CHIEF TECHNICIAN
,000 subscriber eastern Cable TV system.
'eds chief technician to head an 8 man
statler /rcchniclan crew. Also. to be respon
ile for headend. distribution system. and
w construction. Studio engineering knowledge
lpful but not necessary. Reply Box 972-5.
Vi.tE. Blue Ridee Summit. Pa. 17214.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ajor West - Coast independcnt;;ble TV
lginecring firm needs ambitious engineer who
n handle people as well as hardware. Engi-
ering degree highly dcsir able . Morivat ion
sential. Send resume to Box 972-6. Bl\I, E,
ue Ridge Summit. Pa. 17214

rlJung working engineer, heavy experience in
tornation, FM antenna systems. e.•..pccially
>llins transmitters. Box 972-2, BM 'E. Blue
dgc Summit, Pa. 17214.

Mountain arca.
P.O. Box 2:158,
303-242- 7744.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
)f Sale: UHF translator. EMCEE Model
'rHTU-100-D. Less than four years old, no
ngcr needed because of parent station power
crease. Input on Channel 50. output 100 watt'
t channel 7s. Can be retuned, Mint condition.
arry Garba. WCAE-TV. St. John. Indiana
1373 (219) :165-5150.

FOR SALE
me Generator. TeleMation
TSG-2000C (new) . . . . SI 150.
amera. TeleMation TMC-2100 SM (new) 895.
:recn Splitter, TctcMat ion
ITSE-100 (new) . . :195.
lulti-castcr, Tcle Mnt ion TMV-650 (used) 1295.
amera Cable. TeleMation 100' (new) 125.
ilm Chain w/Bell & Howell 16mm Projector
carousel. 35mm Projector. TcleMation

mlti-plexcr. remote control, pedestal for
>lor/B & W cornera (new) 1900.
Pony Maples. Route 4. Warner Road.

Brentwood, Tennessee 37027
___ Ph. (615) 794-6556

1'vlOTORS ron SPOTMASTERS
EW Pnpst hystcrevis synchronous motor I ISZ
>.50-4-470D as used in 'crics 400 and 500 ma
tines. Price S:\9.00 each prepaid while they
st. 90 day warranty. Terms check with
rder only, no COIYs. Not rccouuucudcd for
apccavtcr series 600 or 700.

TAPECASTEll TCM. INC .. Box 662
Rockville, Maryland :!0851

EC CUSTOM AUDIO CONSOLES -at price'
>mparablc to other ruanufacturcr s: ...tnudard
nits. Modern styling with vertical slide potcnrio
eters and "soft" audio switching. Comple tc ly
1scmblc<l or save even more on console kit.
nll or write for custom quotation. Also phiµ·
1 audiomodulcs: distribution amplifiers. pie·
npllücrs, active combining nctwork s. monitor
mplirlcr'\. Write or call for hrochure .
YSTEMS ENGINEERING COl\IPANY. I'. O.
ox 49224. Atlanta, Georgia :10329. 404 (1.1 l
~6.
omptcre D&\.V port able production ~tudio
llh 3 vid icon camera' (2-Norelco # 100 view
ndcrs r , 2-9" GI·· rack. monitor". ~ rtwnnl'I
vitcher fader. Shure f\1-675 mike mixer, 2 I
ne, cubics. lens. intercom. mikes. in portable
Ck C:l'\C in A-I condition. $UHl0. \Vith 11"

.T.R and tape. $2150. Thomas Gilclu+st. 10.1_1.;
vnndalc, Wichita. Kans 67209 (}16)-722-5116.
CULLY TAPE RECOllDEllS: Mono. 2. 4. s,
l, & 16 truck models plus 270 autonuuic play
's. Some models in stock now. \V.A.L custom
lidio control console & console nwcluks.
olld suuc 120 \Vatt power Amps. \Ne buy and
•build Scully IHthcs. WIEGAND AUDIO I All
·RATORIES, INC. R.D. J, Middleburg. l'a.
1842, 717-837-1444 .

•PTEMBEfl,1972-BM/E

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (cont'd)
CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPl\IENT-Rebuilt.
New paint, heads, flywheel, pressure roller. belts
etc. Spotlessly clean and thoroughly tested. 30
day money-back guarantee. 90 day warranty.
Also contact us for possible discounts on new
equipment and accessories.

AUTODYNE. Box 1004.
Rockville. Maryland 20850

---'(_30_11762- 7626).
Solid-state audi~ modules-console kits. power
amplifier kits. power supplies. Oct al plug-ins
mic. eq. line. disc. tape plav. tape record. am
plifier v. Audio & Lape bias oscillators. Over 50
audio products. Send for free catalog: and ap
pl icator s. Opa mp Labs. Inc.. 172 So. Alta
Vivia Blvd .. Los Angeles. Calif. 90036. (213)
9:14-:1566.
FIELD STRENGTH METER. 540 KHz to
51\IH1. Ten microvolts to 10 volt' per meter.
New solid state des ign. long battery life. Stable
accurate calibration. Free literature. Solar Elcr
tronics. 901 No. Highland Ave .. Hollywood.
Cal. 900:18.
AMERICAº$ LARGEST STOCK AND CON
SIGNl\IENT LISTING of new and used broad
cast and recording equipment. \Ve trade-sell and
buy. Tl-IE ~1AZE CORPORATION. P.O. Box
6636. Birmingham. Ala. 35210.
Used Gates FMC-6 Six Bay
Excellent condition. Now tuned
Gates Division. 123 Harnpvhirc
Illinoi s. 62301 Box 972-3. Bl\1
Summit. Pa. 17214.

Fi\f Antenna.
to 107.9 1\11-17.
Street. Quincy.
E, Blue Ridge

AMPEX 300. 350. 352. 400. 450 users, for µreal
er S/N ratio. replace fi"t playback stage 12SJ7
with our plug-in transistor preamp. For vpcci
ñcarion write VIF INTERNATIONAL. PO Box
1555. 1\ltn. View. Ca. 940~0.
MICA AND VACUUl\1 TRANSMITTING
CAPACITORS-Large stock: Immediate Deliv
ery-Price list- on request. SURCO~! ASSOCl-~o~T~."UiJi \;e8n~_c6n~.lvd.. Los Angeles. Ca.

Used Gates Fl\lC-6 Six Bay. circularly polarized
dual-cycloid Fi\1 antenna. Excellent condition.
Now tuned to 107.9 1\IHz. Price $1750.00
Gates Divi.;;ion-123 Hampshire Street. Quincy,
lllinoi- 62:101
The complete and reliable source for new and
used nroadcnst equipment. Rcqucvt our free
list inus. Broadcast Equipment and Supply Co ..
Box )141, Bri-uol. Tennessee J7620.
SPECIAL-NEW FIDELIPAC NAil CART
RIDGES 10 secs to 6 minutes. Onlv $1.25
each. l\linimum quantity 50 cart s. ·specify
lcugth s when ordcr inu. Gately Elcctroui:-.
57 West Hille re st Avenue, Hnvcrrown. Pa.
1908:1

NFW IR-INPUT AUDIO CONSOLF.
Every rccmdinu-studio feature. Compact. ldcal
for mobile or studio mixing. JOO S. ~lariposa.
llurbnnk . Ca. 91506.

J(C A TFE- IOA: 2500 ~I H7. trnnsmi niuc antcn
nav. Bro:1dband. omnidirectional New. in
nriginnl packing. Bob Rcvnoldv. 609-877 ORRI.
:12 Movshill I anc, Willingboro. N.J. OR0~6.
One stop for all your profr,.,.ional :1udio re
quircmcnrs. Bottom line oricntc d. F.T.C. BrL'\\
er. Hux X057. Pcn,:icola. Fla . .1~505.

Surrlu~ Audio Patch Panel". /\II Snmd.u'd
l'<mlil.!111:1tinn". Gulf Tcl1•nlHHll' & Ekrtrcrn"·"·
Inc. 6J25 Bcve rly llill, Houston. Texas 77027.
n&H Vidcotnpc. 1'~" X 2-IOO' Li •..t $.19.95. 5-V(
nil. $1~.SO AGE. Inc. 5.162 Caluu-nga. N1>.
llollywor>d. Calif.
1\11\' rvnc rower crccuon finnu cc . Bill Ancle.
rd-. 919-752-104tl. Bo' 55. Greenville. N.C.
27~.1~.
We are 'crappin),! a \\'E 407 A and :1 \\'I- ·Hl7
BP-~ tr.111...,nnttL·r. /\ll\ m tc rr..-vt" lh·ph Hov 072-4,
D~1 F. Blue Ridl!t: Summit. P;1. 17214.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
w.uuc«: Used Iou r or five bnv horitl'llt:1I F~1
:111tc1111a. Turntable to JOO. I. 'K YFJ\1. B:1rtk...,
ville. Okla. 7400.1 191~)-:l.16 1001
Skw /\J\1 Transmitter. !\lust he l!\HHI. Call
I a Vern Garton (714) ~85-6555

PROGRAM SERVICES

~ ""' m• ""º~"º"

~

THE s:!sto:T~e~~~e:

3415 SERES FORD AVENUE
BELMONT, CALIFORNIA 94002
4t5 I 592-6149

Compiling information about your stations
annívc rsar, "! Broadcast Profile can help you.
Send for free catalogue list iru; the many
profiled stations and ordering details. Airdate.
original call. lo ....anon. cte. Bro adcn st ing s mo ...•t
unuvual service. Broadcavt Profile, Box 982.
Hollywood, California 90028.

.. Free .. Catalog . . Everything for the dee
jay' Comedy, books. aircheck ...•.wild tracks. old
radio shows. and more! \V rite: Command. Box
26.1~8-A. San Fruncivco 94126.

JUST FOR LAUGHS! Sullivans Comedy To
night. 430 I -7th. A venue South. Birmingham.
Alabama. 35222.

TECHNICAL SERVICES
CUSTOl\I CARTRIDGE RELOADING and re
furbi~hing. Fidclipac replacement parts and
ca rrridg cs . wruc ll!<. today for prices. PROFES
SIONAL AUDIO SERVICES. BOX 195:1. FT.
WORTH. TEX. 76101.

CONSULTANTS

JANSKY & BAILEY

TaleCommunic etions Consulting
Department

CATV & CCTV
Phone 703/354-3400-exl. 722 or 2400

Shirley Hiway al Edsall Road
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Atlantic Research Corporation

McCLANATHAN & ASSOCIATES
cous11lti11f/ EllfJillCCrs

APPLICATIONS & FIELD ENGINEERING
TURNKEY INSTALLATIONS - RADIO & TV

Domestic <11111 Fon i!lll

P. O Box 750
PORTLAND,. OREGON 97207

Phone: 503 246-8080

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC FIRST CL t\SS RADIOTELEl'HONE Ll
CENSI· IN SIX \\'FFKS Cla"c' in Fl Pa-.o.
Dalla". Atl:11n:1. Ch1L·:1¡.!ll. Cmc inn:ui, Dcn\'er.
Ft. \\\lrlh. l lartf'orcl, Houston. 1\kmphis. '.\li:11111
Beach. 1\tll\\:Hlkc..·c. vl inncapoli«. Navhvülc. NC\\
Orkans. Ok l.rhoma Cu v. St. I ou¡-. San
Amomo. San Fr.11H:i....ro. a·nd Sc.nttc. FL1r infor
mation cout.rct l-lk in« l nvtuutv. "27~7 í nw ood
lld. Dalla'. Tl'X. 752.15 214 .157-4001.

F11 -, t pluuu- through i.rpc recorded lcvson-, at
home pl uv one \\ cc k PL'r,\111.1\ 111-,tr111.:t1011111
\\':i...,IHn!!IOll. D.C.. ;\1bnta, lhhton, Dctr ou.
New Or leunv. ~ti1111c.lpnl1-., Sc.ut!c. Dcn vcr ,
Portl:111J, I os Anl!l'll'"· Proven re....ult v. Our 17th
y ca r tcachin~ FCC hccn-.c cour <c-. R\1h Jplm...,011
Br,ladc1,t I icen-e Tr.imine. ltl601) D11111..·:rn.
~lanh:Htan Beach. Calif. 90~ft6. 21.1-.171.)-4461.

ATrl-~NrtON VFTl:.Rt\NS! F11...i c\.1,, hccn-c
111tivc c-ccj,-, with complete thc..'lHY and R.C.A.-
1..'<.p11ppcd Inbor.uory 1r.1111111i.:. Approved for
vcrcrun-, Tuition ::.\J.1.00. I Iouvinc '-'<'"I $16.00
per w eck . A1111..·rh.·anluvti tu tc L'Í Radio. 26~~
OIJ Lch.1111rn Roud, Nuchvtl!c . Tenn.. n~l4.
615-~~~-0469.

continued on page64
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CLASSIFIED continued USE BM/E's CLASSIFIED
PROFESSIONAL CARDS MARKETPLACE TO

REACH OVER 26,000
VIR JAMES BROADCASTERS!CONSULTINGRADIOENGINEERS

Applications and Field Engineering
Computerized Frequency Surveys Pleaserun the ad attached in BM/E's345 Colorodo Blvd.-80206

(303)333-5562 CLASSIFIEDMARKETPLACE:
DENVER,t;ULURADO

Member AFCCE O Check enclosed
·- Name .............................

COHEN & DIPPELL Station or Co. . ....................

CONSULTINGENGINEERS Address ...........................
Formerly GEO. C. DAVIS City ................. State ........

527MunseyBldg.
BM/E, Classified Advertising(202) 783-0111 Depart-

Washington,D. C. 20004 ment, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.
Member AFCCE 717/794-2191.

ask about our new
am I Im IV monitors

.,

--·-
Call or Write ARNO MEYER

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
Delaware & Montrose Avenues, Upper Darby, Pa. 19084 Box 83

(215) 789-0550
Circle 137 on Reader Service Card

Technology Incorporated, HF Photo Systems Division are the processor people.

Advanced Colormasters for faster, better processing of Super 8, 16mm and/or 35mm
color motion picture film. (Models for ME-4, CR-100, ECN, or ECP Processes.) All
feature modular design with stainless steel construction. Sound track applicators are
available for any print stock.

And for small volumes and budgets, the compact Little Max for 8, 16 and/or 35mm
Ektachrome film (ME-4 or CR-100 processes.)

For further information on Advanced ~/5_·\TECHNOLOGYINCORPORATED
Colormasters or Little Max call or write; l'J HFPHOTOSYSTEMSDIVISION
Marketing Department ¿) mh.o!HOUSTONFEARLESSP1od""

' 11801 West Olympic Blvd., los Angeles, California 90064
Tel. (213) 272-4331

Circle 138on Reader Ser;ice Card
64

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

American Telephone & Telegraph 5
Ampex Corporation Cover:

Belar Electronics Laboratory Inc. . . . . . . &'
BroadbandCommunicationsReport . . . . 5.
'3roadcast Electronics, Inc. . .62,CM/E·ll

CCA Electronics Corp.
Canon Inc. . . . .
Canon U.S.A. Inc. . .
Central Dynamics Ltd.
Collins Radio Ca.

. .. 10,51
2!5:,
5!· · '.'c:over·

Datatron, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:1
Datavision, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . &:
Dynair Electronics, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~1

Eastman Kodak Co.
EECO,Electronic Engineering Co.
of California

.CM/E·l~
I
!1

4'
5f

GTE Sylvania ... 38,39,CM/E-~
Gates Radio Ca. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2;
GeneralCable Carp. . . . . . . . . . .CM/E-10,lj
Grass Valley Group, Inc., The . . . . . . ,

Jerrold Electronics Corp. . . ... CM/E·'

Maze Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6l
McMartin Industries Inc. . .... 52,51
Micro-Trak Carparatian 21
Mincom D!vision, 3M Campany .45, 46,47,41

Norelco, Philips Broadcast Equipment
Corp. · CM/E.f

Power-Optics, Inc. . . ........ Cover~

RCA .19, 20,21,2l

SC Electronics, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . Si
Sansui Electronics Corp. . . . . . .14,1!
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. . . . . 5!
Scala Radio Corp. . CM/E·~
Shure Brothers, Inc. . . . . . . 61
Sileo Antennas ... CM/E-ll
Sparta Electronics Carp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 511
Standard Electric Time Division

of Johnson Service Company . . . . 4-4
Systron-Danner . . . . . . . . . . . . . J!

Tape-AthanCarp. . CM/E·U
Technology Inc., HF Phata Systems Div. 64
Tektronix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l
Television Equipment Associates 5(
Trepac Corporation af America 52

Vital Industries Inc. 11

Ultra Audio Products . . . . . . . . . . . . ~
U. S. Computer Systems, Inc. .CM/E-U

Wilkinson Electronics, Inc. 5(

SALES OFFICES

Broadband Information Services, Inc.
274 Madison Avenue

NewYork, NewYork 10016

EASTERNSTATES
274 MadisonAvenue
NewYork, NewYork 10016
212-685-5320
CharlesC. Horner

MIDWESTERNSTATES
New York Office

WESTERNSTATES
1111Hearst Building
San Francisco,California 94130
415·362·8547
William J. Healey
16400Ventura Blvd.
Encino,California 91316
213·981-4721
Art Mandell

JAPAN
Nippon Keisoku Inc.
P.O.Box 410
Central Tokyo, Japan
536-6614
Yoshi Yamamoto
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BM/E READER SERVICE CARD/September, 1972 Issue
Use this FREE post-paid card for more

Information on the products described.
TELL USWHAT YOU LIKE OR DISLIKE ABOUT THIS ISSUE:

NAM TITLE _

STATIONORCOMPANY _
WHAT ARTICLESWOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE?

ADDRESS/CITY--------------------------

STA IP _

100-199:ADSI 200-274: LITI 275-440: EDITORIAL USEUNTILNOVEMBER30,1972

lD 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135
l6 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171
12 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199

200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207
!t 209 210 211.212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243
:4 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274

275 276 277 278 279
,'l)281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315

317 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351
353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387
389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420 421 422 423
425 426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440

BM/E READERSERVICECARD/ September, 1972 Issue
Use this FREE post-paid card for more
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"Collins 40-kW FM transmitter gives KOAX
a great new sound

••• and a new level of 'on-the-air' performance."
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Miller R. Gardner, President, KOAX Dallas, Texas

Miller R. Gardner, President of KOAX-FM, com
ments on the selection of Collins 40-kW FM trans
mitter for his station:

"We wanted the newest, most up-to-date sys
tem of its kind in the world ... one that would
!provide superior performance and reliability. We
found all these features in Collins 40-kW trans
mítter and a Collins circularly-polarized antenna
,system. Not only have we realized a tremendous
improvement in our signal quality, but we also
have the assurance of system redundancy and auto
matic switchover with minimum signal degrada
tion."

Collins new 40-kW transmitter is specifically de
signed as a twin system with built-in redundancy,
including dual exciters. If one of the 20-kW units
should fail, automatic switchover occurs and the

system picks up a dummy load and continues to
operate with only a 3-dB signal loss.

The new transmitter uses solid-state on-off
switching and is equipped with automatic power
output control. Complete self-monitoring capabil
ity, flexible controls, and fault-alarm indicators
afford ease of operation and maximum protection.
The direct FM all-solid-state exciter offers such
options as stereo multiplex and an SCA generator.

For more information, contact
your Collins representative or ~
write Collins Radio Company, (~\
Dept. 400, Dallas, Texas 75207. COLLINS
Phone: (214) 235-9511. ~

COMMUNICATION I COMPUTATION I CONTROL

Circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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THE SPEED OF SHOT-TO-SHOT
TRANSITIONS MAY BE VARIED.
HAND CONTROLS FOR ZOOM,
FOCUS, AND PEDESTAL HEIGHT
ARE OPTIONAL.

MEMORY CORE STORE AND COMPUTER CONTROLS ARE AVAILABLE.
WE INVITE YOUR INQUIRIES-CATALOG AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

WHAT IS YOUR
NEXT STEP
TOWARDS
AUTOMATION?
WHEN CONSIDERING REMOTELY
CONTROLLED CAMERA SYSTEMS
THEN COME TO POWER-OPTICS.

WE HAVE SUPPLIED OVER 20
SYSTEMS FOR PROFESSIONAL
BROADCASTING IN THE USA
AND CANADA . . . MORE THAN
60 SYSTEMS IN USE THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD.

DESIGNS AVAILABLE FOR:
TEN, TWENTY, FIFTY OR
TWO HUNDRED SHOTS PER
CAMERA.

PRECISE SHOTS WITH EXACT
RECALL OF: .

PEDESTAL HEIGHT _..
PAN ... Tl LT ... ZOOM .
FOCUS ... IRIS.

SHOT-SETTING PANEL

CONTROL PANEL

e

B 11s11or1511or]fSHOTUSHOlllSHOT[[SHOTISHOTSHOTSHOTSHOT11M
I 2 L!.JL!_JLJ.._JL!_j 1 8 ' 10

üiB POWER OPTICS, INC.
FAIRVIEW VILLAGE, PA. 19409 • (215) 539-5300

Canadian Inquiries contact: M. S. C. Electronics Ltd., Willowdale, Ontario
Circle 140 on Reader Service Card
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